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ABSTRACT
Infectious pancreatic necrosis (IPN) is a highly contagious viral disease of fish
causing economic losses in farmed salmonid aquaculture worldwide. This research
aimed to elucidate the epidemiological, pathological and genetic factors underlying
IPNV infection occurring in farmed fish in Finland. The work was carried out by
describing the epidemiology of an IPNV outbreak in Finnish inland waters in 2012–
2014 and by characterizing the Finnish IPNV isolates occurring in inland waters using
genetic, histopathological and immunological approaches. Furthermore, molecular
characterization of Finnish IPNV isolates collected in 1989, 2000–2011 and 2014–
2015 was performed. Finally, an infection trial was conducted to gather further
information on the pathogenicity of three IPN genogroups in Finnish rainbow trout.
IPNV genogroups 2, 5 and 6 have been found to occur in Finland. Of these,
genogroup 2 is the most widespread. All three genogroups occur in the sea area. The
IPNV epidemic starting in 2012 in inland waters was caused by genogroup 2.
Retrospectively, a genetically similar viral strain to that of the inland strains was
already found to occur in 2011 in the sea area, making it likely that the epidemic
originated from the sea area.
Molecular characterization of the isolated IPN viruses revealed little genetic
variation within the Finnish genogroup 2 and 5 isolates. Finnish genogroup 2 isolates
appeared to form their own subgroup, whereas genogroup 5 isolates formed a more
consistent cluster with previously published isolates. Genogroup 6 consisted of two
subgroups. The divergence of genogroup 6 IPNV within the aquabirnaviruses was
further demonstrated by the sequence data from our studies. Prior to our studies, only
partial VP1 genogroup 6 IPNV sequences were available at the NCBI GenBank. In our
study, two IPNV genogroup 6 isolates were sequenced for the complete coding regions
of viral genome segments A and B (polyprotein sequences).
The Finnish IPNV isolates studied demonstrated virulence-associated amino acid
patterns in the viral capsid protein (VP2) gene region previously associated with
avirulence in genogroup 5, except for IPNV genogroup 6, which exhibits an amino
acid pattern that has not been connected in the literature with either virulence or
avirulence. In the infection trial, mortalities noted in all the treatment groups were
only moderate at most. The highest mortalities were caused by the Finnish IPNV
genogroup 5 (10.3% to 38.2%), whereas IPNV genogroup 2 caused variable
mortalities (3.5% to 28.3%) and the Norwegian IPNV genogroup 5 virus used as a
positive control caused only negligible mortalities. The IPNV genogroup 6 virus was
not re-isolated in the infection trial, although some elevated mortalities were seen in
one tank (8%), leaving the virulence of this genogroup still uncertain.
Finnish inland waters harbour the most IPNV-susceptible life stages of fish, and
here, an infection caused by a virulent strain of IPNV would thus potentially have the
greatest negative economic impact on Finnish rainbow trout farming. Continuation
of the legislative disease control of IPN genogroup 5 in Finnish inland waters is thus
supported by this study.
In general, IPN is considered a coldwater disease, with a peak in clinical disease
and increased mortality at 10 °C (Frantsi 1971, Lapierre et al. 1986, Okamoto et al.
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1987b). However, in Finland, the occurrence of virus at exceptionally high
temperatures, with clinical signs of disease and histopathological changes typical of
IPN, was noted at water temperatures as high as 21°C. The occurrence of IPNV in
higher water temperatures has economic consequences, as it lengthens the
susceptible time period for the disease. Moreover, rising water temperatures and
longer warm water periods due to global warming may increase the disease-causing
importance of this genogroup in the future.
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1 Introduction

1 INTRODUCTION
Infectious pancreatic necrosis (IPN) virus is a viral fish pathogen causing disease
in salmonid fish worldwide. This physically stable, nonenveloped, double-stranded
RNA virus belongs to the genus Aquabirnavirus and is genetically grouped into seven
genogroups (1–7) based on the VP2 gene sequences (Dobos et al. 1977, Blake et al.
2001, Villanueva et al. 2004, Delmas et al. 2012).
IPNV is transmitted horizontally via water, and at least in rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss) and some other fish species, also vertically. It is a disease of
young fish, causing highest mortalities in first-feeding fish, with mortalities
decreasing with age. In Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), outbreaks in post-smolts after
seawater transfer also occur (Christie et al. 1988, Bruno 2004, Roberts 2005). The
genogroup of the virus is one of the viral factors connected with the virulence of IPNV
(Bruslind & Reno 2000, Santi et al. 2004, Shivappa et al. 2004). Genogroup 5 is
generally considered the most virulent, and most of the IPNV outbreaks in Europe
reported in salmonids have been caused by IPNV genogroup 5 isolates (Melby &
Christie 1994, Bain et al. 2008, Ruane et al. 2009).
IPN virus was the first fish virus to be cultured in cell culture (Wolf 1960 a,b) and
has historically been considered as one of the most important viral diseases
hampering salmonid fish aquaculture around the world. Due to its widespread, often
endemic occurrence in both wild and cultured fish in the salmonid culturing regions
of the world, the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE) has delisted the disease
and it is no longer an OIE notifiable disease. However, the inland area of Finland has
historically had an IPN-free status according to the European Council.
IPN was first reported in Finland in 1984 in the southwestern coastal area from
rainbow trout reared in a sea cage farm, and it has occurred annually since 1987 in
the coastal area of Finland without causing clinical disease or increased mortalities.
Nevertheless, the potential pathogenicity of IPN viruses was unknown, because they
only occurred in non-susceptible age groups of fish. In 2012, IPNV infections causing
clinical disease and elevated mortalities in rainbow trout were detected at several
inland fish farms in Finland. This infection was caused by IPNV genogroup 2. From
2012 onwards, legislative changes based on genogroup differentiation has been used
to limit the national control programme to IPNV virus strains belonging only to the
potentially highly pathogenic genogroup 5.
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2 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
2.1 Genus aquabirnavirus
2.1.1 Virus structure and organisation
The aquatic birnaviruses belong to the genus Aquabirnavirus within the family of
Birnaviridae, together with three other genera, Avibirnavirus, Blosnavirus and
Entomobirnavirus. The hosts of Aquabirnavirus include several species of fish,
crustaceans and molluscs (Rodriguez Saint-Jean et al. 2003), whereas the genus
Avibirnavirus infects birds, Blosnavirus infects fish and Entomovirus infects insects
(Delmas et al. 2012). Infectious pancreatic necrosis virus (IPNV) is the type species
in the genus Aquabirnavirus. In general, aquabirnaviruses are very closely related
and show similarity in physical and biochemical properties. The biophysical
properties of IPNV have been investigated in detail by Dobos and Roberts (1983).
Aquabirnaviruses are nonenveloped, single-shelled, icosahedral particles with an
average diameter of 65.0 nm (Delmas et al. 2019). However, they vary in size from
55–90 nm (Lago 2016) and have a molecular weight of 55 × 106 Da (Delmas et al.
2019). They have a genome consisting of double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) that is
comprised of two linear segments, A and B (Dobos et al. 1977, Villanueva et al. 2004,
Delmas et al. 2012). It has been demonstrated by Lago (2016) that the virion may be
polyploid, being able to package 1, 1.5, and even 2 genome equivalents. The virus
displays high stability to physicochemical conditions. It is stable at pH values as low
as 3, endures salinities from 0‰ to 40‰ and is temperature resistant to up to 60 °C
for 30 min, being able to replicate in temperatures varying from 4 to 27.5 °C (Wolf
1988, Munro & Midtlyng 2011).
The viral genome encodes five viral proteins: structural proteins VP1, VP2 and
VP3 and non-structural proteins VP4 and VP5, as follows:
Segment A contains a large open reading frame (ORF) encoding a 106-kDA
polyprotein (NH2-pVP2-VP4-VP3-COOH), and a smaller ORF that partially overlaps
the amino-terminal end of the polyprotein ORF encoding a 17-kDA nonstructural
protein VP5 (Dobos et al. 1977, Duncan et al. 1987, Duncan 1991, Magyar & Dobos
1994). VP5 is an anti-apoptotic protein not needed for cell replication (Weber et al.
2001, Shivappa et al. 2004, Santi et al. 2005). The polyprotein is cleaved cotranslationally generating a precursor of the major capsid protein VP2 called pVP2, a
protease called VP4, and VP3, a minor capsid protein that forms complexes with the
genomic RNA inside the viral capsid. The VP2 capsid protein has been shown to have
several important features, including forming the cell attachment sites for receptormediated endocytosis (Dobos 1995b, Kuznar 1995) and being an important antigenic
region (Heppell et al. 1995). It has also been shown in several studies that certain VP2
amino acid residues determine the virulence of IPNV strains infecting brook trout
(Salvelinus fontinalis) and Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), with some of these amino
acid positions being highly variable among different strains (Bruslind & Reno 2000,
Santi et al. 2004, Shivappa et al. 2004). Segment B contains a single large ORF
encoding the VP1 protein, the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) of IPNV
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(Duncan 1991, Dobos 1995a). VP1 exists both as a free and a genome-linked form
within the virion (Dobos 1995b) and is needed for genome replication and
transcription (Villanueva et al. 2005).

Figure 1. Organization and expression of the IPNV genome (modified from Delmas
2012). On the left, the viral polypeptides (structural proteins VP1, VP2 and VP3) and genome segments
(A and B) are shown schematically. On the right is a schematic representation of the IPNV genome in
segment A (including the non-structural proteins VP4 and VP5) and segment B containing a single large
ORF encoding the VP1 protein.

2.1.2 Classification and nomenclature
According to the International Committee on the Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV),
aquabirnaviruses are currently divided into three species: infectious pancreatic
necrosis virus, Tellina virus and yellowtail ascites virus. This division is primarily
based on the host species, and because the species are genetically very closely related,
it has been suggested to combine these into one species (Delmas et al. 2012). Other
closely related viruses that have not yet been approved as species in the genus
Aquabirnavirus are marine birnavirus AY-98 (MABV-AY-98), marine birnavirus H1 (MABV-H-1), Victorian trout aquabirnavirus 10-04677 (VTAB) and Tasmanian
aquabirnavirus 98-00208 (TABV) (Delmas 2019). Inconsistency exists in the
nomenclature of the aquatic birnaviruses. It has been suggested that an aquatic
birnavirus should be called IPN only when isolated from salmonids or when causing
disease in salmonids. All other IPNV-like viruses should be regarded as aquatic
birnaviruses (Reno 1999, Munro & Midtlyng 2011). However, according to the
International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (Delmas et al. 2019), the current,
broad species definition includes all isolates of IPNV except YTAV (yellowtail ascites
virus) and TV (Tellina virus). In this thesis, the former, stricter classification is used.
There is large antigenic diversity within the aquatic birnaviruses. Serotyping has
been achieved by serum neutralization using polyclonal rabbit antisera against
recognized reference serotypes. However, inconsistent results have been caused by
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the lack of standardization of the methods used and by differences in the specificity
of the antibodies produced. In the 1960s, the first attempt at classification was made
by Vestergård et al. (1971), and the work was continued by MacDonald and Okamoto,
who named three reference serotypes (VR-299, Sp and Ab) identified by crossneutralization tests (MacDonald & Gower 1981, Okamoto et al. 1983). In the 1990s,
Hill and Way (1995a) reclassified the viruses based on their antigenic properties into
two serogroups, A and B. Serogroup A consists of nine serotypes (Table 1): A1
(reference strain WB), A2 (Sp), A3 (Ab), A4 (He), A5 (Te), A6 (Canada 1), A7 (Canada
2), A8 (Canada 3) and A9 (Jasper) (Delmas 2012). Serogroup B contains only one
serotype, TV-1 (B1). All serogroup A serotypes were initially isolated from either
Europe or North America in association with IPN, except for A4, which was initially
isolated from pike, and A5, which was initially isolated from molluscs (Hill & Way
1995a).
More recently, a correlation in serological classification and geographical
distribution with the viral VP2 gene sequences have been demonstrated, and
genogroups 1–6 were defined based on sequence similarities in the nucleotide and
deduced amino acid sequences of the entire VP2 gene (Blake et al. 2001). Nishizawa
et al. (2005) introduced an additional genogroup 7 by sequencing a 310-bp fragment
representing the VP2/NS region, this genogroup containing Japanese strains isolated
from marine fish and molluscan shellfish. A geographical distribution of origin of
genogroups exists, with genogroup 1 viruses originating from the USA and Canada,
genogroup 2 from Europe and Asia, genogroup 3 from Canada and Europe,
genogroup 4 from Canada, genogroup 5 from Europe and Asia, genogroup 6 from
Europe and genogroup 7 from Asia (Blake et al. 2001).

Table 1. Serotypic and genotypic grouping of aquatic birnaviruses

Serogroup Serotype Genotype

Type strain

A

WB (West Buxton)
Sp (Spjarup)
Ab (Abildt)
He (Hecht)
Te (Tellina virus-2)
C1
C2
C3
Jasper
TV-1
MaBV (Marine birnavirus)

B

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
B1

1
5
2
6
3
3
4
4
1
7
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Geographical origin

USA
Denmark
Denmark
Germany
UK
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
UK
Japan
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2.2 Detection and identification of IPNV
Several methods exist for diagnosing IPNV, including viral isolation, antibody
binding to virion epitopes, the amplification and detection of viral nucleic acids, and
detection of the fish antibody response. These methods vary in sensitivity and
specificity, and the outcomes vary depending on the amount of virus present in the
examined tissue, sample selection and sample processing. In addition, the sero- and
genotypic properties of the virus and the original host species it was recovered from
may affect their detection, and genogroups may differ in their seroneutralisation
reactions, their ability to grow on various fish cell lines and in their capacity to be
detected by molecular methods (Blake et al. 1995, Hill & Way 1995b, Reno 1999,
Calleja et al. 2012, Tapia et al. 2017).
2.2.1 Virus isolation in cell culture
IPNV was the first fish virus to be cultured in cell culture (Wolf 1960b), and virus
isolation by cell culture propagation still represents the gold standard for diagnosing
IPN in salmonid fish (OIE 2006). Cell culture is also still the only diagnostic method
that provides proof of a living agent that can cause infection.
Numerous teleost cell lines are susceptible to IPNV, but the cell lines considered
in standard use are RTG-2 (rainbow trout gonad, Wolf 1962), CHSE-214 (chinook
salmon embryo, Lannan 1984), FHM (fathead minnow, Gravell 1965), BF-2 (bluegill
fry, Wolf 1972) and EPC (epithelioma papulosum cyprini, Fijan et al. 1983). OIErecommended cell lines include BF-2, CHSE-214 or RTG-2. Primary isolation is
usually performed on two different cell lines due to variations in susceptibility within
cell lines. When comparing the susceptibility of five different cell lines in an
interlaboratory comparison of European National Reference Laboratories, although
considerable variability between participants existed, CHSE-214 cell lines were found
most sensitive to IPNV compared to BF-2, RTG-2, FHM and EPC cell lines (Lorenzen
1999). According to McAllister (1997), variation may be due to differing cell lineages
or other cell culture factors such as the incubation temperature, incubation time,
culture media and addition of sera or buffers.
IPNV replicates in the cell cytoplasm, with a 16–20 hr cycle of replication at 22 °C
(Malsberger 1963). Temperatures below 24 °C are required for virus replication, as
the low temperature requirement for replication is considered to be an innate
property of the virus (Wolf 1988, Dobos 1995b). The viral replication rate is
dependent not only on temperature but also on the multiplicity of infection (e.g., the
number of virions that are added per cell during infection) (Malsberger 1963) and the
ability of the cell line to produce IFN (MacDonald 1979).
Tissues used in the inoculation of cells include kidney, spleen and heart,
encephalon or liver. Ovarian fluids from broodfish at spawning time may also be used.
For surveillance, organ samples from a maximum of 10 fish may be pooled. Tissues
are homogenised, centrifuged and inoculated on cell cultures. Inoculated cell cultures
are incubated at 15 °C for one passage of 7 days and regularly inspected (at least three
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times a week) for the occurrence of viral cytopathic effect (CPE) at 40 to 150 x
magnification (Council Directive 2006/88/EC Annex IV part II, Commission
Implementing Directive 2014/22/EU) (OIE 2006). After 7 d, supernatant from
samples without CPE is sub-cultured onto fresh cells and incubated for a further 7 d.
When CPE is noted, a secondary confirmatory technique is used to affirm the IPNV
diagnosis. Cell culture is considered a sensitive and consistent method for
aquabirnavirus isolation, but is relatively laborious, expensive and time consuming
(Munro & Midtlyng 2011).
2.2.2 Antibody-binding methods/assays
The antibody-binding methods used in the detection of IPNV include
neutralization
assays,
ELISA,
immunofluorescent
assays
(FAT/IFAT),
immunohistochemistry (IHC), co-agglutination tests, immunoblots and flow
cytometry.
Among the most sensitive antibody-based assays for IPNV are neutralization
assays, in which antibodies are produced in mammalian species and used to
neutralize the cell culture infectivity, as first reported by Lientz (1973). This method
has been widely used in virus characterization using polyclonal or monoclonal
antibodies (Caswell-Reno et al. 1986, Christie 1990, Hill & Way 1995b).
The enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was first used in fish virology
to detect and identify IPNV by Dixon (1983). It is a commonly accepted and used
technique (OIE 2001), and is considered a rapid, easily automated and reliable
method for detecting IPN (Rodriguez Saint-Jean et al. 2003). To increase specificity
and sensitivity, monoclonal antibodies can be used (Rodriguez Saint-Jean et al.
2003). At present, several commercial IPNV kits are available, offering detection from
both cell culture and tissue. In general, the sample is added to a microplate coated
with monoclonal antibodies, incubated, washed, conjugate is added, incubated,
washed, and the response is visualized by adding chromogen, with the result being
read by spectrophotometry.
Tu et al. (1974) developed an immunofluorescent cell assay technique for IPNVinfected rainbow trout gonad (RTG-2) cell cultures using FITC-labelled rabbit
polyclonal antisera in order to confirm and quantify IPNV infection, and the method
was further developed to detect viral antigen in tissue sections by Swanson and
Gillespie (1981). Since then, immunofluorescent assays (FAT/IFAT) have been
routinely used to detect IPNV and are considered a specific and rapid diagnostic tool
for diagnosing IPNV (Rodriquez Saint Jean 2001).
Immunohistochemistry (IHC) comprises the use of monoclonal antibodies
enzymatically labelled with biotinylated or fluorochrome-conjugated secondary
antibodies for in situ identification of the corresponding antigen/epitope in a tissue
section. The reaction is made visible by sequential incubation steps, and the ultimate
visualization is made possible by incubation with the appropriate substrate and
chromogen. This method enables in situ identification of virus in connection with
pathological lesions. IPNV IHC was first published by Evensen and Rimstad (1990)
and is now widely used with commercial diagnostic kits available.
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Co-agglutination tests are based on the ability of protein A in the cell wall of
Staphylococcus aureus to bind the Fc fragment of antibodies. This is considered a
simple, reliable and inexpensive test for use in the field; however, the test is only
relevant to confirm an outbreak, as high viral titres are necessary (105 TCID50/ml)
to obtain a positive reaction (Taksdal & Thorud 1999).
In flow cytometry, IPNV cell suspensions are incubated with anti-IPNV rabbit
antiserum, followed by incubation with a fluorescein-5-isothiocyanate (FITC)labelled conjugate. This method was first described in 1991 by Rodriquez Saint Jean
et al. in detecting IPNV in rainbow trout leucocytes. Flow cytometry assays may also
be applied to detect IPNV carrier fish. This may be performed by analysing leukocytes,
kidney and spleen cells from infected fish. Rodriquez Saint Jean et al. (2001)
demonstrated that flow cytometry may be considered the most reliable antibodybinding method to diagnose IPNV, followed by IFAT.
2.2.3 Detection of viral nucleic acids by PCR and genogrouping by
sequencing
The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a molecular method that detects and
amplifies specific regions of DNA (PCR) or RNA (reverse transcriptase or RT-PCR),
visualized on agarose gels or with nucleic acid probes. In order to amplify a sequence
of the viral genome between a selected pair of primers, the process constitutes the
steps of denaturing, re-annealing and DNA polymerization. PCR methods for
detecting IPNV nucleic acids have been in use since the mid-1990s and are widely
used due to their rapidity and sensitivity.
In IPNV diagnostics, most of methods use PCR primers developed to detect parts
of the VP2 gene (Lopez-Lastra et al. 1994, Wang et al. 1997) or targeting the VP4–VP3
encoding junction, and have been tested using several IPNV strains (Lopez-Lastra et
al. 1994, Blake et al. 1995, Wang et al. 1997). However, the basis for the design of
primer sets is often a partial virus genome with a limited number of sequences. Viral
types with differing viral genome sequences may thus affect the efficiency, provoking
not only false negatives but also false positives (Calleja et al. 2012). The high mutation
rates of IPNV viruses (Skjesol et al. 2011, Lauring et al. 2013) may also affect the
efficacy of PCR detection.
Reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) methods most
commonly recognize fragments from the VP2 region (Bain et al. 2008, McColl et al.
2009). RT-PCR is considered to be an accurate, rapid and sensitive method to identify
IPNV (Rodriguez Saint-Jean et al. 2001).
Probe-based real-time RT-PCR methods are based on the principle of labelling of
the PCR product with a fluorescent reporter. The detection of the fluorescent signal
not only provides real-time information on the level of production of the target
fragment, but also allows quantification. Real-time RT-PCR is considered even higher
in specificity and sensitivity than conventional PCR, and at least as sensitive as cell
culture (Mackay et al. 2002, Ørpetveit et al. 2010). It is also considered less time
consuming than virus isolation in cell culture or conventional RT-PCR (Ørpetveit et
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al. 2010). The method published by Ørpetveit (2010) is designed to recognise
fragments in the VP3 region of the polyprotein gene.
Molecular methods differ in their capacity to recognize different genogroups
(Calleja et al. 2012, Tapia et al. 2017). The use of polymerase chain reaction (PCR)based techniques does not always yield unambiguous information on the genogroups,
and further typing is performed by partial or complete genome sequencing of the
virus.
Sanger sequencing, considered the gold standard of sequencing technology, is a
method to determine nucleotide sequences in DNA based on gel electrophoresis
(Sanger et al. 1977). It is used to produce sequence reads of a small subset of genes of
up to 1,000 bases (http://www.appliedbiosystems.com) and has been in use since the
1990s (Shendure & Ji 2008). Partial sequence data from the VP2 gene sequence are
most commonly used for determination of the IPNV genogroup. The obtained
sequences can also be used for phylogenetic analysis.
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) has been commercially used since 2005 and is
a rapidly evolving technology for determining the sequence of DNA or RNA. The
method was initially called “massively-parallel sequencing”, enabling the sequencing
of several DNA strands at the same time, instead of one at a time as with traditional
Sanger sequencing. The applications of NGS are numerous, including complete
genome resequencing in order to study comprehensive polymorphism and mutation
in individual genomes, targeted genomic resequencing in order to discover targeted
polymorphism and mutation, and metagenomic sequencing to investigate infectious
and commensal flora (Shendure & Ji 2008).

2.3 Pathological features of IPNV
2.3.1 General macroscopic and histopathological lesions associated
with IPN
The first descriptions of IPN date to the 1920s, when a disease described as
“whirling sickness” or “octomitiasis” was noted to occur in farmed trout fingerlings
(M'Gonigle 1941). In 1941, M'Gonigle described the disease as acute catharrhal
enteritis of brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis), but the condition was renamed as
infectious pancreatic necrosis by Wood et al. in the mid-1950s based on the
histopathological lesions noted in the pancreatic tissue (Wood et al. 1955). The
condition was first described to occur in brook trout, rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus
mykiss) and brown trout (Salmo trutta) (Wolf et al. 1960a). However, the host range
has now expanded to cover a variety of salmonid fish, including members of the
genera Salmo, Salvelinus and Oncorhynchus.
The typical clinical manifestation occurs in first-feeding fry, and later in the
freshwater phase in fish weighing 10–20 g. Since the mid-1980s, there has been a
change in the observed clinical manifestation: outbreaks in post-smolts after seawater
transfer have started to occur in Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) (Christie et al. 1988,
Bruno 2004, Roberts 2005).
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There are no pathognomonic pathological signs of disease connected with IPN.
Clinical disease is, however, characterized by typical behavioural changes and by
gross internal and histopathological lesions described below. IPN causes a whirling
swimming motion and anorexia in salmonid fry (Wood et al. 1955). Macroscopic signs
include darkening of the skin, exophthalmia, abdominal swelling, petechial
haemorrhages on the ventral surface, pale gills and light-coloured faecal casts (Wolf
1988). Internally, gross lesions include visceral ascites and pale visceral organs with
petechial haemorrhages. The contents of the gastrointestinal tract consist of a clear
milky cohesive mucus. In addition, a peracute course of disease without clinical signs
in small fry exists.
The most characteristic microscopic lesion of IPN is necrosis of the exocrine
pancreatic tissue, with or without secondary degenerative changes in the adjacent
adipose tissue. Together with the pancreatic exocrine cells, the mucosal epithelial
cells lining the gastrointestinal tract and the interstitial cells and macrophages of the
kidney are considered the main target tissues of IPN virus in salmonids.
Histopathological lesions in the gastrointestinal tract include catarrhal enteritis with
numerous apoptotic enterocytes in the pyloric caeca and proximal intestine (e.g.,
McKnight cells), sloughing of the intestinal epithelium and typical eosinophilic casts
within the lumen of the pyloric caeca (McKnight 1976, Roberts 1976, Bruno 1996,
Lumsden 2006). The apoptotic McKnight cells are considered characteristic of IPN
(McKnight 1976). Survivors of an IPN outbreak generally show fibrous replacement
of the exocrine pancreas (Bruno 2004).
Apoptosis is an early and primary mechanism of cell death associated with IPN,
as seen in the McKnight cells of the intestinal epithelium, occurring within two hours
of infection and well before more extensive necrosis occurs later in the disease (Smail
& Munro 2001). It has been hypothesized that apoptosis limits rather than aggravates
the consequences of the infection (Santi et al. 2005).
Hepatic involvement in IPN infections is described to occur as a distinctive
syndrome in Atlantic salmon post-smolts in sea water and fry in fresh water (Taksdal
1997, Santi et al. 2004, Roberts 2005). Noguera and Bruno (2010) described in detail
the hepatic involvement in IPN infection. Early histological changes include a fine,
mesh-forming, PAS-negative vacuolation or vesicles within individual hepatocytes
preceding hepatic apoptosis and frequently with post-apoptotic necrosis. These
histological changes in the liver are distinctly different from other viral infections in
salmon targeting this tissue, e.g., infectious salmon anaemia (ISA), or from bacterial
infections.
Other observations noted in IPN-infected fish include hepatocyte single cell
necrosis, severe acute multifocal hepatic necrosis, focal myocyte degeneration and
necrosis and, in severe cases, necrosis of renal tubular and interstitial cells.
Additionally, haematopoietic tissue congestion has been reported by Sano (1971).
Noguera (2010) also occasionally noted IPNV-associated gill pathology, including a
thicker than normal and distorted respiratory epithelium. The presence and possible
replication of IPNV in gill mucous cells was suggested by Smail (2006). However,
whether gills are in fact affected during IPN infection is yet to be shown.
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Surviving fish often suffer from chronic maladaptation and emaciation due to
intestinal and pancreatic tissue lesions. These fish are referred to as pinheads or
failing smolts (Smail 1995).
Differential diagnoses for exocrine pancreatic necrosis lesions in salmonids
include alphavirus infections: sleeping disease in rainbow trout and pancreas disease
in Atlantic salmon. However, these viruses also target the skeletal and cardiac
muscles, causing significant necrosis (Lumsden 2006).
2.3.2 Aquabirnavirus-associated disease in non-salmonids
When the virus affects non-salmonids, the term aquabirnavirus infection or
IPNV-like virus is used. Aquatic birnaviruses causing disease in non-salmonids are
often considered epizootic and frequently occur in marine species or species that
spend most of their lifespan in the marine environment (Reno 1999). There have been
several reports of the isolation of aquabirnaviruses from different species of
moribund fish. Specific disease conditions affecting non-salmonid fish in which the
causal association with disease has been proven in experimental conditions include
“spinning disease” in Atlantic menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus) (Stephens et al.
1980), eel nephritis in Japanese eel (Anguilla japonica) and European eel (Anguilla
anguilla) (Sano et al. 1981), yellowtail ascites disease in yellowtail (Seriola
quinqueradiata), causing ascites and cranial haemorrhage (Sorimachi & Hara 1985),
turbot haemopoietic necrosis in turbot (Scophthalmus maximus) (Castric et al. 1987),
and Japanese flounder ascites in Paralichtys olivaceus (Kusuda et al. 1989). Atlantic
cod (Gadus morhua) has also been shown susceptible to infection (Jensen et al.
2009).
2.3.3 Transmission of IPNV
IPNV is transmitted horizontally via the water and enters fish via the gills, skin and
intestine. It is probably disseminated via blood, infecting blood leucocytes (Swanson
et al. 1982) and replicating in them (Yu et al. 1982). The mode of virus entry into cells
is still unknown, although specific receptor-mediated uptake is believed to occur
(Ørpetveit et al. 2008). The mechanisms of virus replication and translation of virus
proteins are also currently unknown.
Vertical transmission from parent to offspring has been demonstrated to occur in
rainbow trout (Dorson & Torchy 1985), brook trout (Bullock et al. 1976, Bootland et
al. 1991), Arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus) (Ahne & Negele 1983, Smail & Munro 1989)
and zebrafish (Danio rerio) (Seeley et al. 1977). IPNV can enter and survive in Atlantic
salmon eggs, but evidence of vertical transmission is inconclusive (Smail & Munro
1989, Anonymous 2003). Kristoffersen (2018) showed by molecular tracing that the
infection follows the smolt from hatchery to grow‐out farms. The exact mechanism of
vertical transmission is yet to be proven, but attachment of the virus may occur inside
or on the surface of eggs (Fijan & Giorgetti 1978, Ahne & Negele 1983, Smail & Munro
1989), or on the surface of sperm cells, which act as a vehicle for virus entry into the
egg at the time of fertilization (Mulcahy & Pascho 1984). Both methods have been
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suggested for the transmission of IPNV in salmonid fish. IPNV has been isolated from
asymptomatic salmonid fish from milt (Ahne 1983, Bootland et al. 1991, Smail &
Munro 2008) and ovarian fluid (Wolf et al. 1963, Bootland et al. 1991, Smail & Munro
2008). Adult fish surviving the infection can serve as lifelong viral carriers (Reno et
al. 1978, Swanson & Gillespie 1979, Smail & Munro 1985). These fish transmit the
virus by shedding viral particles in their urine, faeces and reproductive products to
their progeny and other susceptible species (Yamamoto 1975b, a, Ahne 1983,
Bootland et al. 1991, McAllister et al. 1993, Scotland et al. 1995). The proportion of
persistent carriers in fish surviving an IPNV infection is considered to be high
(Evensen & Santi 2008), and they are a major source of horizontal transmission of
the disease (Evensen & Santi 2008). In addition, evidence of strain-related
differences in the Sp serotype in the ability to establish persistent infections in
Atlantic salmon have been shown to exist (Evensen & Santi 2008). The IPNV titre in
persistently infected fish has been shown to fluctuate with time from non-detectable
to relatively high (Billi & Wolf 1969, Yamamoto 1975a, b, Hedrick & Fryer 1982,
Mangunwiryo & Agius 1988, Bootland et al. 1991). However, field observations have
indicated that the immune system can occasionally clear IPNV infection (Reno 1999),
although the underlying mechanisms remain obscure.
Under experimental conditions, exposure to environmental stress has shown to lead
to recurrence of IPN in covertly infected fish, which has been shown for rainbow trout
and Atlantic salmon (Roberts 1976, Taksdal et al. 1998). Under field conditions,
reactivation of persistent to active infections in Atlantic salmon has also been
observed (Smail et al. 1992, Mutoloki et al. 2016). This has been at least partly
associated with the physiological stress connected with smoltification and the stress
of transportation of fish from the hatchery to seawater (Jarp 1995, Murray et al.
2003).
The site of persistent infection for IPNV in asymptomatic carriers is still
unknown. However, the virus has been found in peripheral blood leucocytes shortly
after experimental infection in rainbow trout and brook trout (Agius et al. 1982,
Swanson et al. 1982, Yu et al. 1982, Ahne & Thomsen 1986, Mangunwiryo & Agius
1988, Saint-Jean et al. 1991), Atlantic salmon (Knott & Munro 1986, Johansen &
Sommer 1995, Munro et al. 2004, Munro & Midtlyng 2006) and Atlantic cod (Gadus
morhua) (Martin-Armas et al. 2007). In carrier Atlantic salmon, there is some
evidence that the virus is associated with head kidney macrophage populations, in
which the virus can replicate in vitro (Johansen & Sommer 1995). Persistent, nonlytic
infections in cell cultures occur, where a high proportion of cells are infected but
produce relatively low quantities of virus (Evensen & Santi 2008). Furthermore, the
ability to induce persistently infected cell cultures appears to vary between IPNV
strains (Evensen & Santi 2008). The underlying mechanisms of the establishment
and maintenance of IPNV persistence in vivo and in vitro are still largely unknown.
Findings concerning the immunosuppression of the host during persistent IPNV
infection are inconsistent. Johansen and Sommer (2001) experimentally
demonstrated that mortality rates in IPNV carriers were not increased when
challenged with ISAV or Vibrio salmonicida. Munro and Midtlyng (2011) also
concluded that IPNV carriage does not appear to immunocompromise salmonids.
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However, in Norway, the viral diseases heart and skeletal muscle inflammation
(HSMB) and pancreas disease (PD) are reported to occur more frequently in fish
infected with IPNV (Anonymous 2021a). Tate et al. (1990) provided in vitro evidence
for the suppression of immune responses in the establishment of a carrier state in
rainbow trout after infection with IPNV, and in an epidemiological study by Brun et
al. (2003), a significant positive association was found between previous IPN
outbreaks in seawater and the occurrence of cardiomyopathy syndrome (CMS) in
Atlantic salmon.
IPNV is capable of survival outside the host for long periods of time. Virus survival
in fresh water with the ability to infect has been shown to last for up to 20 days at
15 °C (Barja et al. 1983). This is, however, temperature related, as the survival of IPN
virus outside the host is longer at lower temperatures. This has been demonstrated
under laboratory conditions by Smail (1993), with IPN virus surviving for 147 days in
tris-glycine acid buffer, pH 3.8 at 4 °C, but undetectable after 71 days at 20 °C. IPNV
is considered to be more stable in the marine environment than in fresh water
(Toranzo & Metricic 1982, Barja et al. 1983).
2.4 Pathogenicity
Pathogenicity is defined as the capacity of an agent to cause disease in a host,
whereas virulence often refers to the degree of pathology caused by the organism.
Several factors affect the pathogenicity and the virulence of IPNV, including viral
factors, host-related factors and environmental factors (Snieszko 1974, Dopazo
2020), and are discussed below.
2.4.1 Viral factors
One of the viral factors affecting virulence is the virus genogroup. VP2 contains the
molecular markers connected with IPNV virulence in genogroup 1 (Bruslind & Reno
2000) and genogroup 5 (Santi et al. 2004, Shivappa et al. 2004). In Europe, most
IPNV outbreaks reported in salmonids have been caused by IPNV genogroup 5
(serotype Sp) isolates (Melby & Christie 1994, Bain et al. 2008, Ruane et al. 2009).
In general, genogroup 5 isolates have been shown to be more virulent in rainbow trout
than genogroup 2 (serotype Ab) isolates (Joergensen & Kehlet 1971, Novoa et al.
1995), and reports on the virulence of other IPNV genogroups are scarce. Earlier
infection trials conducted with genogroup 2 (serotype Ab) strains from Denmark
demonstrated low virulence (Vestergård Jørgensen & Kehlet 1971), and a genogroup
6 (serotype He) strain from Germany was reported as low virulent in rainbow trout
(Kohlmeyer et al. 1986). Later reports include the occurrence of genogroup 3 causing
clinical disease in rainbow trout in Croatia (Mladineo 2011), whereas in China and
Chile, IPNV genogroup 1 was reported to cause high mortalities in farmed rainbow
trout (Zhu et al. 2017, Tapia et al. 2019).
Not only the genogroup itself, but also the strains within the genogroups affect
virulence. Both low and high virulent IPNV isolates or strains exist (Heppell et al.
1992, Heppell et al. 1995, Bruslind & Reno 2000, Santi et al. 2004). However,
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distantly related strains may cause similar pathologies, whereas closely related
strains may range from avirulent to highly virulent (Evensen & Santi 2008). In
genogroup 5 strains isolated from Atlantic salmon, virulence factors are connected to
certain amino acid residues (217, 221 and 247 of VP2). For example, the combination
threonine217, alanine221 and threonine247 has displayed highly virulent in vivo
characteristics, whereas threonine in all these positions is combined with avirulence.
When threonine is substituted for proline at residue 217 (T217P), it reduces the
virulence of the strain, producing a mortality rate approx. 50% lower than the highvirulent variant (Evensen & Santi 2008).
In Scotland and Ireland, the amino acid pattern Pro217-Thr221-Ala247 has been
detected in genogroup 5 isolates in connection with clinical outbreaks in Atlantic
salmon (Bain et al. 2008, Ruane et al. 2009), whereas in Norway, the pattern has
been associated with avirulence (Song et al. 2005) or subclinical disease (Mutoloki et
al. 2016). The same amino acid pattern has, however, been associated with high
mortalities in rainbow trout in Norway (Ahmadivand et al. 2018) and moderate
mortalities in Iran (Dadar et al. 2013). It has been therefore suggested that other
genes must also be involved in modulating virulence.
Little information is available on data on the presence of these virulence-associated
amino acids in other viral genogroups than genogroup 5.
2.4.2 Host-related factors
Host factors affecting susceptibility to IPN include host species, strain, age, immune
status and nutritional status. Genetic IPNV disease resistance also exits, as shown in
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) (Santi et al. 2004, Shivappa et al. 2004) and rainbow
trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) (Okamoto et al. 1993). The genetic resistance may be
related to differences in innate immunity of the fish, but other factors such as
differences in the host proteins involved in the invasion and replication of the virus
may also be involved. In Atlantic salmon, Robledo (2016) observed a more moderate,
putative macrophage-mediated inflammatory response in IPNV-resistant fish in
comparison to IPNV-sensitive fish, and Moen (2015) suggested epithelial cadherin to
determine resistance by affecting virus intake into the host cell.
Salmonid fish are all susceptible to IPNV but differ in their sensitivity. Brook trout
(Salvelinus fontinalis) have been reported to be the most susceptible salmonid
species (Silim et al. 1982), followed by rainbow trout, the least sensitive being Atlantic
salmon (Pilcher & Fryer 1980, Dorson 1991, Sadasiv 1995). In addition, different
cultured strains of rainbow trout have shown variations in IPN resistance (Hill 1982,
Okamoto et al. 1987a, Okamoto et al. 1993).
The effect of host age on virulence has been shown by several authors, causing lower
mortalities with increasing age (Wolf 1960a, Frantsi 1971). In general, susceptibility
to IPN decreases with increasing age. Resistance to clinical disease in salmonid fish
usually being attained at about 1500 degree-days (Dorson 1981).
A distinct disease syndrome has been noted for post-smolt Atlantic salmon shortly
after transfer from fresh water to seawater (Smail et al. 1992, Bowden 2002). This is
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believed to be induced by stress caused by hormonal changes in smoltification and by
transportation handling.
2.4.3 Environmental factors
Clinical IPN in hatchery-reared fry mainly occurs when fish are under stress due to
adverse environmental conditions provoked by several mechanisms, such as rapid
temperature changes, handling, crowding, high population density and a
deterioration in water quality (e.g., low oxygen content, high ammonia) (Snieszko
1974, Jarp 1995).
Water temperature is an important factor in the development of most fish diseases.
Thus, the physiological responses of fish, including the defence mechanisms, are
dependent on the fish body temperature, which is always close to that of their
environment. Traditionally, IPNV is considered to cause disease in cool water
temperatures. Frantsi (1971) obtained cumulative mortalities of 74% at 10 °C, 46% at
15.5 °C and no mortalities at 4.5 °C in brook trout fry infected with IPNV. Dorson
(1981) observed that the mortality rate for rainbow trout fry infected with IPNV
serotype Sp was highest at 10 °C, delayed at 6°C and lowered or suppressed at 16 °C.
However, a recent comprehensive summary by Dopazo (2020, Anonymous 2021b)
included a review of the temperature ranges of different species from which IPNV has
been isolated. According to this review, IPNV infection in rainbow showing
pathological signs usually occurs at temperatures below 15 °C, but one publication
from Kenya reported virulence at up to 18 °C (Mulei et al. 2018).
2.5 Host immune responses
2.5.1 Innate immunity
The innate immune response plays a role in preventing viral replication and limiting
the spread of the infection, and is generally divided into physical, cellular and
humoral factors. The physical factors consist of scales, mucous surfaces of the skin
and gills and the epidermis. The cellular factors involved consist of macrophages,
neutrophils, dendritic cells, natural killer (NK) cells and possibly other immune cells
such as mast cells. Humoral factors include growth inhibitors, various lytic enzymes
and components of the complement pathways, agglutinins and precipitins (opsonins,
primarily lectins), natural antibodies, cytokines, chemokines and antibacterial
peptides (Magnadóttir 2006, Uribe 2011, Collet 2014).
The innate immune system is considered important in initiating and directing the
type of response of the adaptive or acquired immune response in mammals, and
although less studied, most probably also in fish (Dixon & Stet 2001).
In fish, as in mammals, the main antiviral innate immune mechanism is interferon
(IFN) cytokine production (Samuel 2001). The interferons are classified into three
subfamilies (types I, II and III) based on the receptors of interaction and the immune
they initiate. Both type I and type II IFN are considered crucial for antiviral defence
and are parts of both the innate and adaptive immunity of fish (Zou & Secombes
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2011). At least 11 type-I IFN genes encoding three subtypes of IFNs (IFNa, IFNb, and
IFNc) have been found to exist in Atlantic salmon (Sun et al. 2009). IFNa is the main
IFN produced by most cells and has been shown to have antiviral activity against
IPNV (Larsen et al. 2004, Sun et al. 2011, Robertsen 2018). Both type I and type II
IFNs contribute to protection against IPNV in permissive cell lines (Svingerud et al.
2012). In vitro studies have demonstrated the protective effect of IFN-ɣ on salmon
cells against IPNV-induced cytopathic effect (CPE). It also reduced viral titres and
inhibited the synthesis of the viral structural protein VP3 (Sun et al. 2011).
During IPNV infections, the suppression of other concomitant viral infections has
been shown to occur. Pre-exposure to IPNV or other aquabirnaviruses has been
shown to provide protection against IHNV in salmonids (Byrne et al. 2008, Kim et al.
2009) and against viral haemorrhagic septicaemia virus (VHSV) in Japanese flounder
(Paralichthys olivaceus) (Pakingking Jr et al. 2003, Pakingking Jr et al. 2004). In
acute IPN infection, protection against ISA virus was observed by Johansen and
Sommer (2001), but not in the IPNV carrier state. The suppression of other viral
infections is hypothesized to be caused by IPNV-induced interferon production
(Pakingking Jr et al. 2004, Kim et al. 2009).
Apoptosis, or programmed cell death, plays a protective role by eliminating cells that
might prove harmful if allowed to survive. This method of elimination of cells may
also be used to protect against virus infection (O'Brien 1998). B-cell lymphoma 2 (Bcl2) is a family of proteins comprising anti- and pro-apoptotic molecules and includes
the induced myeloid leukaemia cell differentiation protein (Mcl-1). IPNV has been
shown to induce apoptosis in CHSE-214 fish cell lines due to down-regulation of
survival factor Mcl-1 (Hong et al. 1999), and the expression of Mcl-1 is regulated by
VP5 (Hong et al. 2002).
2.5.2 Adaptive immunity
The adaptive or acquired immune system of salmonids is composed of humoral and
cell-mediated immune responses. The humoral immune system includes different
immunoglobulin (Ig) isotypes that are produced by B-lymphocytes, and the cellmediated immune system is coordinated by T-lymphocytes (Munang'andu et al.
2014). In salmonid lymphocytes, three Ig isotypes have been characterized so far: Ig
M (Hordvik et al. 1992, Andersson & Matsunaga 1993), Ig D (Andersson & Matsunaga
1993, Hordvik et al. 1999) and Ig T (Hansen et al. 2005). Due to their connection to
the evaluation of vaccines, adaptive humoral responses have been studied more
intensively than innate responses. Antibodies against IPNV following IPNV infection
were already detected in the 1960s (Wolf et al. 1963). Their protective role, and the
correlation of antibody with protection, was demonstrated by Munang'andu (2014).
VP2 is considered to be the major protein responsible for the induction of the
synthesis of neutralizing antibodies that recognize conformational epitopes located
on surface projections of hypervariable regions (HVR) (Heppell et al. 1995, Tarrab et
al. 1995).
The cell mediated immune responses to IPNV are still to be elucidated. Some studies
exist, however, such as that by Munang'andu et al. (2013), in which induction of the
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expression of genes associated with CD4 and CD8 T cell responses was shown to
correlate with protection against IPN in vaccinated fish.
2.6 Geographic distribution and host range
2.6.1 Global geographic distribution
The geographic distribution of IPNV is worldwide. IPNV and aquatic birnaviruses
are considered to be endemic in wild populations of marine and freshwater fish
worldwide (Munro 1976, Diamant 1988, Mortensen 1993, Wallace 2005). Initially,
most reported findings originated from North America and several European
countries. Since the 1980s, several cases from Asian countries (including Japan,
Korea, Taiwan, Iran, Turkey and China) have been reported. Other areas, such as
South America, Africa and Australia, are less represented in literature (Dopazo 2020).
Due to the widespread distribution in salmonid cultivating regions, the World
Organization for Animal Health (OIE) has delisted the disease and removed it from
the Manual of Diagnostic Tests for Aquatic Animals from 2009 onwards.
2.6.2 Fish farming and screening for IPNV in Finland
At present, the total number of fish farming enterprises in Finland is 260 (Natural
Resources Institute 2020). Fish farmed for food fish production mainly consist of
rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss), with a production of 14.2 million kilograms
in 2019, and European whitefish (Coregonus lavaretus), of which 0.8 million
kilograms were produced in 2019 (Natural Resources Institute 2020). Other farmed
food fish species include sea trout (Salmo trutta trutta), Arctic charr (Salvelinus
alpinus), Siberian sturgeon (Acipencer baerii) and pike perch (Sander lucioperca),
with a total production of 0.3 million kilograms. Fish are also farmed to be stocked in
natural waters (restocking), with a production of around 50 million specimens of fry
(excluding newly hatched individuals). The fish production in Finland can be roughly
divided into inland area broodfish and fry production, and food fish production in the
sea area. Fish transfer from the brackish water sea area to the inland area is restricted
by legislation.
Since 1995, screening of notifiable fish diseases has been included in the compulsory
surveillance programmes issued by the European Union (EU), and prior to that it was
included in a voluntary fish health surveillance programme. IPNV was first reported
in Finland in 1984 from a food fish farm rearing rainbow trout in the southwestern
coastal area (National Veterinary Institute of Finland 1985) and has occurred
annually since 1987 in the coastal area of Finland. The inland area of Finland has an
IPN-free status according to European Council Decision 2010/221/EU. From 2012
onwards, IPNV genogroup 2 has been detected in several inland fish farms, leading
to legislative changes based on genogroup differentiation: Finnish authorities decided
to limit the national control programme to IPNV virus strains belonging to the highly
pathogenic genogroup 5.
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2.6.3 Host range
Aquatic birnaviruses have been isolated from fish belonging to at least 32 different
families, 11 species of molluscs and 4 species of crustaceans (Wolf 1972, Munro 1976,
Hill 1982, Wolf 1988, Hill & Way 1995b, Reno 1999, Anon. 2005). IPNV can persist
in scallops, prawns (Mortensen 1992, 1993) and oysters (Hill 1982). Halder & Ahne
(1988) found IPNV in crayfish organs and haemolymph up to one year after infection.
IPNV-infected crayfish continuously excreted the virus into the water and were able
to infect rainbow trout fry and eggs immersed in that water. Blue mussels (Mytilus
edulis) exposed to IPNV by bath challenge have been shown to transmit the virus
when cohabited with Atlantic salmon smolts (Molloy et al. 2013). Rotifers are also
able to harbour IPNV (Comps 1991).
2.7 Epidemiology, treatment and prevention
2.7.1 Epidemiology
Historically, IPN was first recognized as an acute contagious disease of young
salmonid fry in the freshwater phase of production (Munro & Midtlyng 2011) and was
traditionally considered a disease of rainbow and brook trout fry. From the mid1980s, severe mortalities due to IPN were seen in Atlantic salmon post-smolts shortly
after moving to seawater (Ruane & Geoghegan 2007). At this stage, disease
susceptibility is increased by stress-inducing factors such as prior smoltification
processes, transport to sea and mixing of fish from several sources (Jarp 1995,
Taksdal 1998). A high infection pressure and large group sizes also increase the risk
of acquiring IPNV at this stage (Bang Jensen 2015).
The disease emerged through the 1990s in salmon farming countries such as Norway
and Scotland as a complex disease, and has been regarded as the most serious viral
diseases in terms of its impact on Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) production in the
European Union (Ariel & Olesen 2002, Murray et al. 2003).
Aquatic birnaviruses are found in all continents of the world infecting over 100
aquatic species of fish, molluscs, and crustaceans (Reno 1999, Rodriguez Saint-Jean
et al. 2003). They are considered to occur relatively commonly in wild fish
populations in the North Atlantic, especially in flatfish species, and although the
prevalence in wild fish is considered low, wild fish may act as reservoirs for aquatic
birnaviruses (Munro & Midtlyng 2011). According to Scottish (Wallace 2008) and
Norwegian studies (Svåsand et al. 2016), the prevalence of IPNV in wild fish is low,
and the effect of IPNV of farmed fish on wild fish is considered limited. A localized,
limited increase in the prevalence of IPNV in wild marine fish may be caused by
clinical outbreaks of IPN in farmed Atlantic salmon (Wallace 2008). The historical
emergence of aquatic birnavirus infections is, however, considered to be linked with
intensive farming of salmonids or marine flatfish species, with occurrence-associated
hot spots in north-eastern North America, Europe and Japanese coastal areas. The
trade-associated spread of IPN has been reported in several countries, for example in
Chile, Kenya and Turkey, where IPNV is suspected to have spread via breeding
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material from Europe (Mutoloki & Evensen 2011, Büyükekiz et al. 2018, Mulei et al.
2018).
IPNV may be introduced to a hatchery via eggs, fry, human activities, fomites,
different animals and water. No studies have evaluated the impacts of these possible
introductory alternatives.
Internationally published epidemiological studies on risk factors, causality and
economy are few in numbers. A recent study by Bang Jensen (2015) demonstrated
that the risk of IPN outbreak was higher for spring versus autumn cohorts, for Atlantic
salmon versus rainbow trout and for cohorts on farms with a previous history of IPN.
In this study, large cohort sizes and high infection pressure were connected with an
increased risk of IPNV infection, whereas increasing water temperatures and a higher
weight at sea transfer decreased the risk of IPN.
2.7.2 Treatment
No effective treatment for IPN is currently available. However, mortalities can be
diminished by fasting and lowering the water temperature.
2.7.3 Prevention
2.7.3.1 Biosecurity and vaccination
Viral diseases, including IPNV, are considered a significant limiting factor not only
in aquaculture production worldwide, but also for the sustainability of environmental
biodiversity (Crane & Hyatt 2011). Well-established biosecurity measures aimed at
combatting the spread of diseases in the aquatic environment are described in detail
in the OIE Aquatic Animal Health Code (2019). The prevention of IPN infection
through biosecurity measures is, however, challenging due to several factors. The
virus is highly contagious in susceptible species (Urquhart et al. 2008), is shed in
large amounts from infected fish (Billi & Wolf 1969, Desautels & MacKelvie 1975) and
is capable of inducing persistent infections in survivors of clinical infections (Gadan
et al. 2013). Only small concentrations of virus (<1 TCID50/ml) are needed to infect
fish (Urquhart et al. 2008). The virus has been shown to persist in the environment
for long a time due to its characteristics (Bovo et al. 2005). Avirulent and virulent
strains can exist as mixed populations (Bain et al. 2008, Mutoloki & Evensen 2011),
and avirulent strains are able to revert to virulence under stress (Gadan et al. 2013).
Vertical transmission of IPNV from parent stocks to eggs has been demonstrated in
rainbow trout (Dorson & Torchy 1985), which also complicates biosecurity actions. A
large diversity of asymptomatic wild reservoirs exist that could serve as a source of
infection in farmed fish (Wallace 2008).
Avoidance is thus considered the most important control strategy in IPNV, as well
as other viral diseases. One of the highest risks for transmitting IPNV is transfers of
live fish between farms (Evensen & Santi 2008). In practice, the introduction of
fertilized eggs originating from non-IPNV-carrier broodstock and the use of a
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protected water supply with no carrier species are important control measures (Anon.
2003, Ruane et al. 2007).
Research on immunity to IPNV has been slowed down by the lack of a reliable
challenge model (Bowden 2002, Ramstad et al. 2007, Ramstad & Midtlyng 2008).
Several vaccines do, however, exist, although they are not considered entirely
effective (Evensen & Santi 2008).
The main immunogenic protein that antibody production against IPNV is targeted
at is the VP2 capsid (Frost et al. 1995, Heppell et al. 1995, Liao & Dobos 1995), and
the neutralizing epitopes are located on the surface loops of the hypervariable region
between amino acid positions 205 and 380 (Tarrab et al. 1995, Coulibaly et al. 2010).
The ability of the virus to express different variant strains based on amino acid
differences within the immunogenic domain of the VP2 capsid complicates the design
of vaccines (Shivappa et al. 2004, Munang'andu et al. 2012).
Due to their safety, the most widely used commercially available vaccines include
inactivated whole viral vaccines (IWV) (Gomez-Casado et al. 2011, Munang'andu &
Evensen 2015). The viral antigens included in these are either IPNV or VP2. These
vaccines are oil-adjuvanted, intraperitoneally (i.p.) administered vaccines for Atlantic
salmon. The i.p. delivery method limits the efficacy: the fish cannot be vaccinated at
an early stage when they are highly susceptible to disease, due to the size limitation
and immune incompetency. There are currently no licensed live IPNV vaccines in use,
and DNA vaccines have not shown superior protection over IWV vaccines (Mikalsen
et al. 2004, Munang'andu et al. 2012). Other vaccine delivery systems explored
include subunit vaccines, virus-like particles, poly lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA)
nanoparticles and fusion protein vaccines (Munang'andu et al. 2012, Munang'andu &
Evensen 2015).
2.7.3.2 Disease control through breeding
Disease control through improving disease resistance using artificial selection is
another tool in preventing IPNV. Genetic differences in disease resistance to specific
diseases has been shown occur in different salmonid species (Pilcher & Fryer 1980,
Wiegertjes et al. 1996). Already in 1982, Hill (1982) observed variation in the
resistance to IPNV in different cultivated rainbow trout strains, and Okamoto (1993)
demonstrated that IPNV resistance was genetically transmittable to the progeny of a
strain of rainbow trout.
A genetic contribution to variation in resistance has been shown to exist (Wetten et
al. 2007). Moreover, genomic regions that explain resistance to infectious pancreatic
necrosis virus (IPNV) in rainbow trout have been identified (Ozaki et al. 2001,
Houston et al. 2010, Rodríguez et al. 2019).
In Norway, resistance to IPNV has been included as a breeding goal in a commercial
selection program for Atlantic salmon since 2001 (Storset et al. 2007), and the decline
in IPN infections noted in Norway since 2010 is at least partly attributed to this
(Hjeltnes et al. 2018). This large-scale production of IPN-resistant salmon for the
aquaculture industry has been made possible by genetic mapping of the quantitative
trait loci (QTL) affecting disease resistance against IPN (Moen et al. 2009). The
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molecular and immunological basis for the resistance is yet to be elucidated (Robledo
et al. 2016). However, in Atlantic salmon, epithelial cadherin has been suggested to
determine resistance by affecting virus intake into the host cell (Moen et al. 2015).
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3 AIMS OF THE STUDY
The general aim of this study was to elucidate the epidemiological, pathological
and genetic factors underlying the occurrence of IPNV in farmed fish in Finland. The
specific aims were as follows:
1. To describe the epidemiology of an IPNV outbreak in inland waters in 2012–
2014 and to characterize the Finnish IPNV isolates occurring in inland waters
using genetic, histopathological and immunological approaches.
2. To genetically characterize Finnish IPNV isolates collected in 1989, 2000–
2011 and 2014–2015.
3. To gather further information on the pathogenicity in Finnish rainbow trout
of the three IPN genogroups occurring in Finland.
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4.1 Collection of epidemiological data (I)
In study I, epidemiological data from fish farms were collected by municipal or
provincial veterinarians, or via personal surveys of the farms carried out by the
authors. Previous personal communications by the authors with the coastal farms
were also used.
4.2 Origin of fish samples (I, II, III)
Studies I and II: Viral samples were collected from fish sent to the laboratories of
the Finnish Food Safety Authority Evira for miscellaneous health screening purposes
or investigation of clinical disease in 2012−2014 (I) or 1989, 2000–2011 and 2014–
2015 (II). The studied fish originated from fish farms located in both the inland
freshwater areas of Finland and in the Finnish coastal area of the Baltic Sea. The
samples consisted of whole fish on ice, live fish or ovarian fluids. The whole fish were
necropsied, and pooled organ samples were taken for virus isolation by cell culture.
The majority of the fish tested were rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss). A few
samples were taken from other salmonid fish species, namely brown trout (Salmo
trutta), Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) and whitefish (Coregonus lavaretus).
Study III: For the infection trial, rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss)
originating from the Finnish national breeding programme maintained at the
Enonkoski freshwater fish farm of Natural Resources Institute Finland (Luke) were
used. A total of 20 sires and 19 dams were used to produce 29 full-sib families. Each
sire was mated with an average of 1.45 dams (range: 1-2), and each dam with 1.53
sires (range: 1-2). The matings were performed on 17 May 2018.
4.3 Virus isolation in cell culture (I, II, III)
Initial virus isolations were carried out from pooled organ samples (brain/heart,
anterior kidney, spleen) or ovarian fluids from a maximum of 10 fish. The samples
were homogenised in 9 volumes of cell culture medium (Eagle’s MEM, Gibco plus 8%
to 10% foetal bovine serum; pH 7.2 to 7.4) containing penicillin and streptomycin.
The homogenates were centrifuged (15 min, 4000 × g, 4 °C) and the supernatants
inoculated onto subconfluent monolayer cell cultures of bluegill fry (BF-2; (Wolf
1966) and epithelioma papulosum cyprini (EPC; (Fijan et al. 1983) cultures in 24-well
plates (Nunc A/S) at final dilutions of 1 :100 and 1:1000. The samples taken before
2009 were incubated at 16 °C in CO2, and the samples taken after 2009 were buffered
with sodium carbonate 7.5% (Gibco 25080) and incubated without CO2. The
inoculated cultures were incubated at 16 °C (buffered with sodium carbonate 7.5%,
Gibco 25080) (Raja-Halli et al. 2006) and microscopically inspected at regular
intervals for the occurrence of cytopathic effect (CPE). After 7 d of incubation, when
CPE was not observed, supernatant was diluted 1:100 and 1:1000, sub-cultured onto
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fresh cells and incubated for a further 7 d. When CPE was observed, the supernatant
was harvested and stored at −70 °C.
4.4 Identification of viruses
4.4.1 Detection of IPNV
4.4.1.1 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR), sequencing and data
analysis
RNA extraction (I, II, III):
For PCR, the infected cell culture monolayers or the tissue suspensions were
harvested, and the total RNA was extracted from the supernatants using the QIAamp
Viral RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In study
III, prior to harvesting tissue suspensions, the sample tissue was homogenised by
using bead homogenization (Qiagen TissueLyser II, Germany).
For next-generation sequencing (study II), the total RNA was extracted using the
RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). During RNA extraction, DNA was removed from the
samples by using the RNase-Free DNase Set (Qiagen).
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for detecting IPNV (I, II, III):
In all studies, a one-step reverse transcription (RT)-PCR reaction was performed
using the Qiagen OneStep RT-PCR Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
The reverse transcription step was performed at 50 °C for 30 min and the reverse
transcriptase inactivated by denaturation at 95 °C for 15 min. The PCR cycling
conditions were 94 °C for 15 s and 60 °C for 1 min for 40 cycles. All samples were
analysed in triplicate.
IPN VP2 RT-PCR
In studies I and II, a 776-base-pair (bp) segment of the IPNV VP2 gene was
amplified by using primers F (5’-ACG AAC CCC CAG GAC AA-3’; modified from
McColl et al. 2009) and A2 (5’-GAC AGG ATC ATC TTG GCA TAG T-3’; Bain et al.
2008), using 5 μl of RNA as a reaction template. This diagnostic RT-PCR method was
validated by using fish viruses obtained from the annual EU reference laboratory
proficiency tests and included EHNV (epizootic haematopoietic necrosis virus), SVCV
(spring viraemia of carp virus), IHNV (infectious hematopoietic necrosis virus) and
VHSV (viral haemorrhagic septicaemia virus). The method was proven IPNV specific
with the capacity to recognize IPNV genogroups 2, 5 and 6, the IPNV positive results
were confirmed by sequencing (unpublished).
IPN VP3 real-time RT-PCR
In studies II and III, a 109-base-pair (bp) fragment of the IPNV VP3 gene was
amplified using primers VP3-F (5’-CGA CCG ACA TGA ACA AAA TCA-3’) and VP3-R
(5’-TGT GCG AAT ACA GCT GCA ACT-3’) and probe IPN VP3 (5’-FAM-TCT AGC CAA
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CAG TGT GTA CGG CCT CCC-BHQ-3’) (Ørpetveit et al. 2010) using 3 μl of RNA as a
reaction template. This method was used to detect IPNV genogroups 2 and 5.
In study III, a separate IPN VP3 real-time RT-PCR method was used to detect
IPNV genogroup 6. A 69-bp fragment of the viral VP3 gene was amplified using
primers (IPNV-6-F: 5’-CTC ATG TCA TGG ACC AGA AAG-3’; IPNV-6-R: 5’-ATC TGG
GTC TTC TCG TGA CC-3’) and a probe (IPNV-6-Pr: 5’-HEX-ACG GCC TCA CAG ACC
ACA TGT ATG A-BHQ-3’), which were designed based on previously published IPNV
genogroup 6 sequences (GenBank accession numbers KY548508, KY548519,
KY548509 and KY548520, Holopainen et al. 2017). A PCR volume of 7 μl was used in
each reaction containing 10 pmol of IPNV-6-F, 10 pmol of IPNV-6-R and 2 pmol of
IPNV-6-Pr.
Sequencing and data analysis (I, II)
Altogether, 85 IPNV isolates from the period 2012–2014 (Study I) and 88 viral
isolates from years 1989, 2000–2011 and 2014–2015 (Study II) were analysed for the
partial viral capsid protein (VP2) gene sequence. In study III, the virus isolates of the
Finnish IPNV genogroups 2 and 5 re-isolated from the challenged fish were analysed
for the partial VP2 gene sequence, and the Norwegian genogroup 5 IPNV isolate was
analysed for the VP3 gene sequence.
PCR products were purified from agarose gel using the MinElute Gel Extraction
Kit (Qiagen). Both strands of the PCR products were sequenced using the Big Dye
Terminator v1.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems) and an Applied
Biosystems 3130 Genetic Analyzer.
The complete coding region of the genomic segments A and B were analysed from
eleven isolates from years 1989, 2001, 2007, 2010 and 2012. This was done at the
Institute for Molecular Medicine Finland (FIMM) in Helsinki using next-generation
sequencing (NGS). Here, an Illumina MiSeq instrument was used to sequence and
prepare libraries. The raw paired-end sequence data (2 x 150 bp) were trimmed,
followed by de novo analysis for genome assembly using the ABySS assembler. In
order to identify the contig sequences containing aquabirnavirus genome sequences,
BLAST was used to further analyse the results of the de novo analyses. The sequences
for genome segments A and B were designed by arranging the contig sequences. This
was done using GeneDoc v2.7. Additionally, by read mapping to reference sequences
(GenBank accession numbers for A segment: AY780919, AY354521; B segment:
AY780926, AJ622823), the trimmed NGS data were assembled using CLC Genomics
Workbench 8.5.1. (Qiagen). The sequences for segments A and B retrieved from the
de novo analyses and from the read mapping to reference sequences were compared.
Using Sanger sequencing, gaps detected in the sequences were filled by designing
specific primers.
Data analysis, Study I: The raw sequence data were analysed using Sequencing
Analysis Software 5.1 (Applied Biosystems). Multiple sequence alignments of the
sequence data obtained in this study and of some previously published IPNV VP2
gene sequences were performed using Clustal X version 2.1 (Larkin et al. 2007).
Percent similarity values of sequence pairs were calculated using the MegAlign
program from the DNASTAR Lasergene 10 application package. Maximum likelihood
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phylogenetic analyses were performed with MEGA version 6 (Tamura et al. 2013).
Several previously published viral VP2 gene sequences were included in the analyses:
the GenBank accession numbers for the sequences used were AF342735 (Jasper),
AF343572 (VR299), AF342729 (Ab), AY780919 (6B1A), AF342732 (Canada 1),
AF342731 (Tellina virus 2), AF342733 (Canada 2), AF342734 (Canada 3), AJ622822
(Sp 31- 75), AJ489229 (88R), AF342730 (He), AY283781 (Y-6) and AY283783 (H1).
Data analysis, Study II: Phylogenetic analyses for the partial VP2 gene sequences
and for the complete coding sequences of A and B segments were performed using
the maximum likelihood method based on the general time-reversible model,
performed with MEGA 7.0.7. The reliability of the analyses was assessed by
bootstrapping with 1000 replicates. In order to describe the whole period from 2000
to 2015, the VP2 gene sequences of 85 IPNV isolates from the period 2012–2014
published in study I were also included in the analyses.
4.4.2 Detection of other viruses
4.4.2.1 Detection of VHSV, IHNV and SVCV by ELISA (I, II)
From cell cultures showing evidence of CPE, aliquots of 50 μl of culture medium
were analysed with commercial ELISA kits according to the manufacturer’s
instructions in order to test for the presence of IPNV, spring viraemia of carp virus
(SVCV), viral haemorrhagic septicaemia virus (VHSV) (Test-Line Ltd, Brno, Czech
Republic), and since 2008, also for the presence of infectious hematopoietic necrosis
virus (IHNV) (Bio-X Diagnostics S.P.R.L, Jemelle, Belgium).
4.4.2.2 Detection of IHN by PCR (III)
Due to the ongoing IHN epidemic in Finland in 2018, the broodfish used to
produce fry for the experiment in III were screened for the presence IHN virus by
real-time RT-PCR. IHN real-time RT-PCR was performed by amplifying 79 bp of the
IHN N gene with the primers IHNV N 796F: 5’-AGA GCC AAG GCA CTG TGC G and
IHNV N 875R: 5’-TTC TTT GCG GCT TGG TTG A (Purcell et al. 2013). The one-step
RT-PCR reaction was performed using the QIAGEN OneStep RT-PCR Kit according
to the manufacturer’s instructions, and with 2 μl of RNA as a reaction template.
4.5 IPNV propagation (III)
For the infection trial, virus propagation was performed to produce a sufficient
amount of virus for the bath challenge. Three viral strains representing Finnish IPNV
genogroups 2, 5 and 6 were chosen based on known pathogenicity (genogroup 2), the
same original host species and closeness of the date of isolation. All strains were
originally isolated from rainbow trout, genogroup 2 and 6 strains in 2014 and
genogroup 5 strain in 2015. Genogroup 5 and 6 strains were isolated from the sea
area, and the genogroup 2 strain from an inland fish farm. Of these three strains, only
the genogroup 2 strain was associated with mortalities in the field.
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Virus isolations were initially carried out as described in 5.3. When CPE was
observed, the cell cultures were analysed with commercial ELISA kits according to
the manufacturer’s instructions to test for the presence of IPNV, SVCV, VHSV (TestLine Ltd, Brno, Czech Republic) and IHNV (Bio-X Diagnostics S.P.R.L, Jemelle,
Belgium). The supernatant was collected and stored at -70 °C. To obtain larger
amounts of virus, the supernatant was thawed, and virus propagation was performed
in cell culture medium (150 μl of supernatant in 75 cm2 flasks containing 7 ml cell
culture medium). The cells were incubated at 16 °C until cytopathic effect (CPE) was
observed, and the cell culture supernatant was then frozen, thawed and filtered using
a 45-μm filter. The virus suspensions were frozen at −80 °C.
The IPNV titres for the challenge suspension were determined by end point
titration and calculated by the Kärber method (Kärber 1931). BF-2 and EPC cells were
seeded in 96-well tissue culture plates (Corning CellBIND Surface). Three replicated
wells were included for each virus strain dilution. The plates were incubated at 16 °C
for 7 days. The obtained virus titres varied from 5.9 x 107 TCID50 for genogroup 2
and 8.6 x 108 TCID50 for genogroup 6 to 2.7 x 109 TCID50 for genogroup 5.
4.6 Real-time PCR for EF1α and the comparative Ct method (III)
In order to normalize the amount of total RNA used as a template in the PCR
reaction, and to be able to calculate the relative amount of IPNV present in samples
(viruses / host cell), real-time PCR for the rainbow trout EF1α (elongation factor 1
alpha) gene was set up. EF1α is a single copy gene and has been shown to be a stable
reference gene for gene expression normalization in rainbow trout (Shekh et al. 2017).
To be able to amplify a 92 bp fragment of the rainbow trout EF1α-gene, primers
EF1α-F:
5’
AGTTCGAGAAGGAAGCAGCT
3’
and
EF1α-R:
5’
GATACCACGCTCCCTCTCAG
3’
and
probe
EF1α-p:
5’
FAMATGCCTGGGTGCTGGACAAG-BHQ1-3’ were designed based on a previously
published rainbow trout EF1α sequence (GenBank accession number
NM_001124339). The one-step real time RT-PCR reaction was performed using the
QIAGEN Onestep RT-PCR Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A PCR
volume of 7 μl was used in each reaction containing primers EF1α-F (10 pmol), EF1αR (10 pmol) and probe EF1α-p (2 pmol) and 3 μl of RNA as a template. The reverse
transcription step was performed at 50 °C for 30 min and the reverse transcriptase
inactivated by denaturation at 95 °C for 15 min. PCR cycling conditions were 94 °C/15
s, 60 °C/1 min for 40 cycles. All samples were analysed in triplicate in real-time PCR.
In order to standardize the amount of sample RNA and to calculate the relative
changes in viral concentrations determined from real-time quantitative PCR results
for IPNV and the control gene EF1α, the comparative Ct method was used (ABI user
bulletin 1997). The expression of EF1α in the sample tissue can be considered
constant and was therefore used to represent the quantity of fish tissue cells in the
sample. This enabled comparisons of the viral concentrations obtained in the tissue
and the calculation of a relative value for the number of viruses per fish cell.
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The relative quantitation value of the viral concentration, normalized to an
endogenous control gene, is expressed as 2ΔΔCt, where ΔΔCt = mean Ct of the target
gene (IPNV) – mean Ct of the reference gene (EF1α).
4.7 Histology and immunohistochemistry (I, III)
Tissue samples were collected at necropsy from fish showing macroscopic signs of
disease (study I), or collected as tissue samples of pancreas, the pyloric region of the
intestine and head kidney (study III), fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin,
embedded in paraffin, sectioned (4 μm), stained with haematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
according to standard laboratory practice and examined by light microscopy.
For studies I and III, formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissues were cut into 4μm sections and stained immunohistochemically using an UltraVision ONE HRP
polymer detection system kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the
manufacturer’s instruction. Prior to this, incubation with either a monoclonal
antibody against VP2 protein of IPNV (Aquatic Diagnostic) at a dilution of 1:10 for 60
min at room temperature (RT) or a rabbit anti-IPN virus serum (provided by
Professor Ø. Evensen, Norwegian School of Veterinary Science, Norway) at a dilution
of 1:1000 for 60 min at RT had been performed. Slides were observed microscopically
for the localization of IPNV, as indicated by red/brown staining. IPNV-positive and
IPNV-negative slides were included as controls.
4.8 Infection trial (III)
The infection trial was performed at VESO Vikan, Namsos, Norway. The
experiment was conducted following the code of ethics of the world medical
association (Declaration of Helsinki) for animal experiments and was approved by
the Norwegian Food Safety Authority Approval nr 12639.
On 26 June 2018, 485 cumulative temperature degrees from fertilization, juvenile
swim-up fry from each family were sampled and closed into a plastic bag with aerated
water and oxygen. Each bag had a total of 145 fish, 5 fish randomly sampled from each
of the 29 families. A total of 23 similar bags were prepared and transported on ice to
the VESO Vikan facility in Namsos, Norway.
The experiment involved 21 tanks of 10 litres. One transportation bag containing
swim-up fry from all families was emptied into each of the 21 experimental tanks. The
trial started after an adjustment period of approximately a week, at start feeding. At
the start of the trial, 120 out of 145 fish originally sampled per bag were used per tank.
Altogether, 2520 fish with an average initial weight of 0.15 g were included in the trial.
The tanks contained soft fresh water (pH 7), and water temperatures were adjusted
to 12 ±1 °C. Aerated water was added continuously with a flow of 0.8 l/kg fish per
minute to the tanks. The maximum stocking density was 40 kg/m3 and the
photoperiod time (L:D) was 12:12. The fish were fed with commercial fish food
according to normal procedures, and feeding, care and registration of mortality was
performed daily.
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The challenge trial consisted of five different treatment groups: Finnish
genogroup 2, 5 and 6 virus isolates, one group with a negative control (cell culture
medium used in culturing fish viruses) and one group with a positive control (V-1244
strain, a genogroup 5 IPNV strain originating from a disease outbreak in Norwegian
Atlantic salmon smolts in 2001 provided by VESO Vikan, Norway). The treatments
were performed in triplicate with one group consisting of 120 fish, except for
genogroup 2, which was performed as three triplicates (nine tanks containing 120
fish, to obtain material for future studies).
The trial was executed as a bath challenge with a viral concentration of 105
TCID50/ml. The number of cell culture passages of the Finnish IPNV isolates was 4
The Finnish viral strains were thawed, and cell culture medium was added to reach a
total volume of 5 ml per tank. For the positive control strain provided by VESO Vikan,
50 ml of virus solution was added per tank with the initial concentration of 1 x 107
TCID50/ml. The water volume was reduced to 2 litres and the water flow was stopped,
although water aeration continued, and fish were exposed to virus culture for 3 hours.
After the exposure, continuous water flow was resumed. 
The trial lasted for 8 weeks. Sampling of the head kidney tissue in RNA-later
(Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was performed at weeks 2, 4, 6 and 8. Five fish from each tank
were sampled during weeks 2, 4 and 6, except for the genogroup 2 treatment, in which
3 tanks out of 9 were sampled at weeks 2, 4 and 6. The fish in the tanks that were not
sampled at week 2, 4 and 6 were reared to gather information for further studies. At
the end of the trial at week 8, 15 fish per tank from all tanks were sampled in RNAlater and stored at -70 °C until the samples were analysed. Additional sampling was
performed for histopathology (organs in 10% neutral buffered formalin) at weeks 6
and 8, consisting of 5 fish per tank. During week 6, all tanks were sampled except for
the genogroup 2 treatment, in which only 3 tanks out of 9 were sampled. At week 8,
all tanks were sampled. Because clinical signs of IPN were not noted during the trial,
sampling was performed on random fish. At the end of the trial, all surviving fish were
euthanized with benzocaine, counted and sampled for further DNA studies.
4.9 Statistics (II, III)
Study II: In order to determine the pairwise nucleotide distance of the partial VP
gene between all studied isolates and the first inland isolate (ka89/12 from 2012), the
number of nucleotide differences was calculated with MEGA. When comparing the
geographical origin of the isolates, farm type and line of production at the farm,
multiple group comparisons of nucleotide differences were calculated using the
Kruskal–Wallis test. For post hoc pairwise multiple comparisons, the Dunn’s test was
used. Statistical analyses were done using the GraphPad Prism 6 software. Percent
similarity values for sequence pairs were calculated using the MegAlign program
included in the DNASTAR Lasergene 10 application package. In order to detect
natural selection in the partial VP2 gene nucleotide sequences, Tajima’s D test of
neutral evolution was performed using DnaSp 5.10.01 software. Sequences of viruses
isolated from the same geographic region in a single year was included in each dataset
tested. Because Tajima’s D requires at least four sequences for its calculation, data
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from two consecutive years were combined into one dataset in cases where less than
four isolations had been made in a year.
Study III: All statistical analyses were performed with IBM SPSS Statistics,
Version 25 (IBM Corp, 2017). The cumulative mortalities between the five treatment
groups were analysed using the independent sample median test, because the
asymmetry of the distributions of the mortality data did not allow the use of the
Kruskal–Wallis or Mann–Whitney U-tests.
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5 RESULTS
5.1 Epidemiological description of the IPNV outbreak in Finnish inland
waters in 2012–2014
IPNV has been reported in rainbow trout in the coastal area of Finland since 1984,
with an annual occurrence since 1987. The infection has occurred for several decades
in large fish without causing clinical disease or increased mortalities. The inland area
of Finland has an IPN-free status according to European Council Decision
2010/221/EU. In 2012–2013, IPNV occurred in inland waters in three main water
catchment areas (Kymijoki, Vuoksi, Kemijoki, Figure 2) and one coastal area
separated from the coast by a restriction on fish movement due to a physical barrier,
with no direct water contact with the sea area. Altogether, IPNV was found on 11
farms, of which 6 produced juvenile fish, 3 produced broodfish and 2 farms produced
fish for human consumption. All the farms used nondisinfected surface water and all
except one were conventional flow-through systems, with one farm being a
recirculation aquaculture system (RAS) farm. The positive inland farms were located
above barriers to the migration of wild fish from the sea. The primary detection of
IPNV in the inland area was carried out from samples sent to the laboratory for
varying reasons: for disease investigations (4 farms), routine risk-based surveillance
(3 farms), surveillance of farms having contact with an IPNV-positive farm (2 farms)
or for health screening for export (2 farms). All IPNV-positive fish were rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss) (age 0 or 1 yr), except for 2 detections from whitefish
(Coregonus lavaretus) (broodfish and 0 yr). Viral samples from the coastal area were
samples sent for routine risk-based surveillance or disease investigations and
originated from farms producing rainbow trout food fish.
The majority of the IPNV-positive farms belonged to two separate owners, and
based on epidemiological investigations, no connections, including the movement of
fish, existed between these two businesses. Two individual IPNV-positive farms with
no apparent connection to other IPNV-positive farms were also detected.
Epidemiological investigations could not determine an infection route from the sea
area to the affected farms in the inland areas. Transportation of live fish from two of
the water catchment areas to the brackish water area in the Baltic Sea occurs annually,
but not vice versa. Disinfection of transport vehicles after each transportation of fish
to brackish water is performed at specific washing locations.
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Figure 2. Map illustrating the main water catchment areas and the geographical areas
from which the viral isolates included in study II were obtained. The epidemic described in
study I occurred in water catchment areas 1, 3 and 4.
1 = Kemijoki, 2 = Oulujoki, 3 = Vuoksi, 4 = Kymijoki, 5 = Ähtävänjoki, 6 = Bothnian Bay, 7 =
Bothnian Sea, 8 = Åland Islands, freshwater and coastal area, 9 = Archipelago Sea (eastern parts), 10 =
Gulf of Finland

5.2 Pathological and genetic characteristics of the Finnish inland IPNV
isolates from 2012–2014
A summary of the findings, including mortality, occurrence of clinical signs of
disease and concomitant infections, is presented in Table 2. In 10 out of 35 IPNVpositive fish groups, elevated mortalities were reported, varying from less than 1 to
up to 40%. When mortalities exceeded 10%, concurrent bacterial infections
(Flavobacterium psychrophilum and F. columnare) were always detected. Clinical
signs were mild to moderate, including a lack of appetite, aberrant swimming
behaviour, abdominal distension and exophthalmia, and were noted in 9 fish groups.
Clinical signs were seen in both rainbow trout and whitefish in the smaller 0 yr age
group, generally in first-feeding fish. Macroscopic lesions consisted of petechial
bleeding in the peripancreatic fat around the pyloric caeca and dark coloration of the
skin. Histopathological findings were only seen in rainbow trout and consisted of mild
to severe necrotic pancreatitis appearing as coagulative necrosis in the exocrine
pancreatic acinar cells. Endocrine pancreatic tissue and peripancreatic fatty tissue
were mainly intact. A varying degree of necrosis of the intestinal mucosa was noted
in pyloric caeca with intra-luminal inflammatory exudates including McKnight cells,
i.e., apoptotic mucosal epithelial cells. Liver changes were observed in some cases,
consisting of moderate to severe haemorrhages in liver parenchyma and mild focal
necrosis. In one case, histopathological changes in the pyloric region were noted in 1yr-old fish. Immunohistochemical staining was performed on selected samples with
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microscopic lesions suggestive of IPN. A positive immunohistochemical staining
reaction was observed in affected exocrine pancreatic tissue and liver tissue.
Histopathological changes were detected in fish reared at water temperatures of up
to 21 °C, and clinical signs of disease were observed at water temperatures varying
between 15 and 21 °C.

Table 2. A summary of the IPNV genogroup 2 findings in Finnish inland farms from
2012–2014, presented chronologically by date of sampling.
The table presents the farm ID and location (A–D: water catchment area/river basin), date of
sampling, no. of pooled samples, no. of positive pools, the occurrence of clinical signs, histopathological
changes and increased mortalities, age and weight of fish, water temperature and other concomitant
infections observed.
Sample material consists of organs if not mentioned otherwise.
¹nk: not known
²nd: not done (no histology/bacteriology carried out)
³Inc.: inconclusive due to severe autolysis
* One pooled organ sample PCR-positive
** Ovarian fluids and organ samples tested
*** Whitefish
**** Ovarian fluids
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Farm ID (A-D Date of
=water
sampling
catchment
area)

No. of
No. of
Clinical signs
pooled
positive (yes/no/nk¹)
samples/fish pools
group

Histopatholo Increased
Weight/age
gical
mortality:yes (yrs) of fish
changes:
/nk¹
yes/no, nd²:

Water
Other infections
temp (C°)
(if known)
16

F. psychrophilum

1B

29.2.2012

3

3

Yes

Yes

Yes, 1-2%

8 g/0

1B

16.3.2012

12

8

nk

Yes

Yes, 1-2%

nk/ 0

1B

16.3.2012

3

3

nk

Yes

Yes, 1-2%

nk/ 0+

Bacteriology nd

2B

16.3.2012

12

3

nk

nd

Yes, 1-2%

nk/ 0+

F. psychrophilum
No

Bacteriology nd

3A

11.7.2012

1

1

nk

Yes

nk

1g/ 0

4A

16.7.2012

6

2

nk

nd

nk

260g/1

No

3A

25.7.2012

12

4

nk

nd

nk

25 g/ 0

Bacteriology nd

3A

25.7.2012

24

19

nk

nd

nk

nk/ 0

Bacteriology nd

5A

25.7.2012

6

1

nk

Inc.³

nk

nk/ 1

Bacteriology nd

4A

26.7.2012

12

3

nk

nd

nk

130 g/ 1

Bacteriology nd

2B

28.8.2012

1

1

nk

nd

nk

6g/ 0

F. columnare

6C

28.8.2012

3

2

nk

nd

nk

nk/ 0+

Bacteriology nd

7A

19.6.2013

1

1

Yes

Yes

Yes, <0,01%

2-5 g/0

17-18

No

2B

25.6.2013

1

1

Yes

Yes

nk

3g/ 0

19

No

4A

25.6.2013

1

1

nk

Yes

Yes

17 g/ 0

17

4A

4.7.2013

1

1

nk

Yes

nk

45 g/ 1

21

F. columnare

2B

16.7.2013

2

2

Yes

Yes

Yes, 12%

nk/0

19

F. columnare

3A

6.8.2013

1

1

Yes

Yes

nk

nk/ 0

21

No

4A

6.8.2013

1

1

nk

nd

nk

16 g/0

22

Bacteriology nd

6C

22.8.2013

6

3

nk

nd

nk

nk/ 0+

8C

1.10.2013

6

1

nk

nd

nk

nk/1+

2B

4.11.2013

6

3

No

nd

nk

30-70 g/ 0+

3

Bacteriology nd

2B

4.11.2013

6

6

No

nd

nk

15-40 g/0+

3

Bacteriology nd

2B

5.11.2013

6

1

No

nd

nk

60 g/0+

4

Bacteriology nd

2B

5.11.2013

6

3

No

nd

nk

60 g/0+

4

13.3.2014

F. columnare,
F. psychrophilum
Bacteriology nd

30

0*

No

nd

nk

nk/ broodfish**

24.4.2014

6

1

nk

nd

nk

nk/1

1B

13.5.2014

2

1

Yes

Yes

nk

nk/0

15-19

1B

15.7.2014

4

2

Yes

Yes

0-2%

nk/0

16

2B
9B
9B
6C
10D

11A

15.7.2014
13.8.2014
13.8.2014
16.9.2014
19.11.2014
17.12.2014

Bacteriology nd
Bacteriology nd

6C

2B

No

Bacteriology nd

2

2

nk

nd

nk

16-26g/0

22

1

1

Yes

Yes

0-40%

4 g/0

19

1

1

Yes

No

<2%

7 g/0 ***

19

3

2

No

nd

nk

3

1

No

nd

nk

nk/0+
nk/broodfish
***, ****

7

3

2

nk

nd

nk

nk/1+

No
No
F. columnare,
F. psychrophilum
F. columnare, Protozoan
infection
F. columnare, Ciliate
infection
Bacteriology nd
Bacteriology nd
Bacteriology nd

Altogether, 85 IPNV isolates originating from both sea and inland areas in 2012–
2014 were sequenced and analysed based on the partial viral capsid protein (VP2)
gene region. Among the isolates studied, 29 unique VP2 sequence types were
detected. According to phylogenetic analyses and sequence pair similarity values
based on the nucleotide (737 bp) and amino acid (245 aa) sequences of the partial
VP2 gene, 23 out of 29 sequence types belonged to IPNV genogroup 2, and 6 out of
29 to genogroup 5 (Figure 2). The highest similarity values for the Finnish genogroup
2 strains (FI-2) and genogroup 5 strains (FI-5) were 93.8−94.4 and 97.4−97.6,
respectively, compared to previous GenBank-published genogroup 2 (6B1A) and 5
(Sp 31-75) type strains. The overall sequence pair similarity among the Finnish
genogroup 2 isolates (FI-2) varied between 97.6% and 99.9% for nucleotide
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sequences (737 bp) and between 96.7% and 100% for amino acid sequences (245 aa).
Among the genogroup 5 isolates (FI-5), the similarity values for nucleotide sequences
were 98.2% to 99.9% and for amino acid sequences 98.0% to 100%. Genogroup 5
isolates were only found in coastal fish farms, whereas genogroup 2 isolates were
detected in both inland and coastal farms. With the exception for sequence types FI2- 17 and FI-2-23, all isolates studied had an amino acid pattern associated with low
virulence in the VP2 gene (proline in position 217 and threonine in position 221)
(Santi et al. 2004, Song et al. 2005). Sequence types FI-2-17 and FI-2-23 had serine
in position 217 and threonine in position 221. The first inland IPNV isolate (VP2
sequence type FI-2-1) found in 2012 was similar to a previous isolate detected at a
coastal farms in 2011. During 2012, 2013 and 2014, the sequence type FI-2-1 was
detected at several other inland and coastal farms subsequently. In three inland farms
and three sea farms, two different VP2 sequence types were detected during the same
year.
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Figure 3. Maximum likelihood analysis based on partial viral VP2 protein gene
sequences. The year of isolation for the Finnish infectious pancreatic necrosis virus (IPNV) isolates
(FI) is given in parentheses. The GenBank numbers for the previously published sequences are Jasper
(AF342735), VR299 (AF343572), Ab (AF342729), 6B1A (AY780919), Canada 1 (AF342732), Tellina virus
2 (AF342731), Canada 2 (AF342733), Canada 3 (AF342734), Sp 31-75 (AJ622822), 88R (AJ489229), He
(AF342730), Y-6 (AY283781) and H1 (AY283783). Numbers at the nodes of the tree indicate bootstrap
values of 1000 replicates; values under 70 not shown. The scale bar indicates 0.05 nucleotide
substitutions per site. Genogroups indicated with curly brackets. *: inland isolates; +: coastal isolates;
*+: Inland and coastal isolates
Reprinted from Eriksson-Kallio 2016 with permission from Inter-Research Science Publisher.
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5.3 Genetic characteristics of the IPNV isolates collected from Finnish
coastal and inland fish farms in 1989 and 2000–2015, and detection of
genetic changes in the virus populations
For the genetic analyses, a total of 173 IPNV isolates were collected, covering a
time span of 1989 and 2000–2015 (Table 3). The samples originated from 10
geographical areas (Figure 2). The majority of the isolates (155) originated from
rainbow trout, 11 from brown trout, 4 from Atlantic salmon and 3 from whitefish.
Before 2010, the annual number of IPNV isolations was relatively low, except for
2007, when IPNV was isolated from 8 coastal farms. When genogroup 2 IPNV was
introduced into inland farms in 2012, the number of isolations increased, reaching
the highest level in 2015, with 22 affected farms.
The IPNV isolates were initially identified by the cytopathic effect on BF-2 and
EPC cells. All 88 of the isolates included in study 2 grew in cell culture, and of these,
71 isolates were positive in the IPNV ELISA test. After conventional RT-PCR and
Sanger sequencing, the 11 isolates that were negative in IPNV ELISA were found to
be IPNV genogroup 6 isolates.
From all the 173 isolates, a 767 bp fragment of the VP2 gene was amplified (Bain
et al. 2008, McColl et al. 2009), sequenced and successfully analysed. This was done
by using conventional VP2 RT-PCR with primers F and A2.
The Finnish isolates categorized into three genogroups based on the phylogenetic
analysis. According to the genogroup categorizations by Blake (2001) and Nishizawa
(2005), 144 of the isolates belonged to genogroup 2, 18 isolates to genogroup 5 and 11
isolates to genogroup 6.
In the VP3 real-time RT-PCR, 11 isolates were found to be negative. Based on the
partial VP2 sequences, all of these isolates belonged to genogroup 6. A six-nucleotide
difference at the annealing site of the primer VP3 F from two of the Finnish genogroup
6 isolates (1379/89 and 94/01) and the primer sequence was noted, most likely being
the reason why the VP3 real-time RT-PCR was not able to amplify the genogroup 6
isolates.
In general, the viral isolates of the inland area consisted of genogroup 2, with the
exception of two isolations of genogroup 6 viruses in 1989 and 2002 located at the
same farm in the Ähtävänjoki river system (Figure 1 nr 5). Within genogroup 2, the
Finnish isolates appeared to form their own subgroup, whereas genogroup 5 isolates
formed a more consistent cluster with previously published isolates (Sp 31-75,
GenBank accession number AJ622822, and 88R, GenBank accession number
AJ489229). Genogroup 6 consisted of two subgroups. One subgroup (Hecht-like)
consisted of isolates genetically closely related to the isolate Hecht, and the other one
of more dissimilar isolates originating from Ähtävänjoki. The pairwise gene
nucleotide sequence identity values of VP2 between the Hecht-like and the
Ähtävänjoki isolates varied between 80.5% and 81.4%.
In the sea area, the occurrence of genogroups of the viral isolates differed
regionally. Isolates from all three genogroups were present in the area of the Åland
Islands (Figure 2 no. 8) and the Archipelago Sea (Figure 2 no. 9). In the coastal
regions of the Gulf of Finland (Figure 2 no. 10), genogroup 2 and 6 isolates were
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found, whereas in the Bothnian Sea and Bothnian Bay regions, only genogroup 2
viruses were isolated.
The most abundantly occurring genogroup was genogroup 2, which was detected
annually throughout the study period, and it was also found in all species included in
the study (Table 2). The occurrence of genogroup 5 and 6 isolates was more
temporally irregular, and genogroup 5 isolates were only found in rainbow trout,
whereas genogroup 6 isolates were found in rainbow trout, brown trout and Atlantic
salmon. In 2000, identical VP2 sequences in genogroup 2 isolates were found in
whitefish and rainbow trout from two geographically distant locations: Oulujoki
(Figure 2 no. 2) and the Archipelago Sea (Figure 2 no. 9). The Oulujoki whitefish
samples originated from wild brood fish, whereas the Archipelago Sea rainbow trout
were cultured. In 2003, identical VP2 sequences in genogroup 2 isolates were found
in Atlantic salmon from the Archipelago Sea (Figure 2 no. 9) and rainbow trout in the
Gulf of Finland (Figure 2 no. 10).
On three occasions, identical genogroup 2 VP2 sequences were detected at the
same farm at different times. This occurred in two consecutive years in the Gulf of
Finland (2006 and 2007) and in the Archipelago Sea (2009 and 2010), and in the
Åland Islands in 2013 and 2015.
An identical isolate was detected first in the Åland islands in 2011, then at several
freshwater and coastal farms in 2012–2014, and at seven separate farms in three
coastal areas in 2015 (Åland Islands, Archipelago Sea and Bothnian Bay).
In general, the recurrence of infections at the same farm during different years
were detected at several coastal and inland farms, observed for all three genogroups.
In addition, the occurrence of two different genogroups (either genogroup 2 and 5 or
2 and 6) was detected at some farms.
Differences in nucleotide composition of isolates were calculated as the number of
differing nucleotides between two sequences and were shown as pairwise VP2 gene
nucleotide differences. This data set was used for group-wise comparisons of viruses
from different geographical origins, different farm types and different lines of
production. A statistically significant difference (p < 0.001) was seen in the isolates
from the Åland Islands and Archipelago Sea compared to the isolates from Kymijoki
and Vuoksi.
Isolates from Vuoksi differed from isolates from Ähtävänjoki (p = 0.01) and from
the Gulf of Finland (p=0.03). Isolates from sea cages differed from freshwater farm
isolates (p < 0.001). Furthermore, a difference between isolates from farms producing
juveniles (p = 0.007) and isolates from both food fish farms and farms with mixed
production (p= 0.03) was noted.
Balancing selection, e.g., selection maintaining genetic variation in a population,
or population subdivision, e.g., the existence of more or less independent
subpopulations, was indicated to occur in Åland Island isolates collected in 2010–
2012 (Tajima’s D values from VP2 gene sequences 2010–2011: D = 2.06, p < 0.05,
2012: D = 1.87, p < 0.05). Isolates collected in 2015 from the Åland Islands (D = -1.86,
p < 0.01) and the Archipelago Sea (D = -1.75, p < 0.01) instead showed values
indicating purifying selection, e.g., selection that removes deleterious variations, or
rapid population growth.
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Pathogenicity-linked amino acid patterns in the polyprotein were also
investigated. Proline at position 217 (Pro217), threonine at position 221 (Thr221) and
alanine at position 247 (Ala247) was the most common pattern found in genogroup 2
and 5 isolates. Patterns Ser217–Thr221–Ala247 and Pro217–Thr221–Gln247 with no
reference to pathogenicity in the literature were also detected. The former pattern was
found in 19 genogroup 2 isolates, and the latter pattern was only found in genogroup
6 isolates.
Using the phylogenetic analysis of the partial VP2 gene as basis, next-generation
sequencing was performed on 11 isolates representing genogroups 2, 5 and 6 (Table
4). Of these, the coding sequences of the genome segments A and B were obtained.
In all the studied isolates, a 2919 bp (973 amino acids) long ORF for the polyprotein
in segment A was found. The cleavage sites for the IPNV VP4 protease N was found
after amino acid residue 508, and the C terminus was found after amino acid 734.
These findings were in line with previous studies (Imajoh et al. 2007, Lee et al. 2007).
The cleavage sites within pVP2 were located after amino acid residues 442, 486 and
495. Within pVP2 and at the pVP2–VP4 and VP4–VP3 junction, the motifs were
Ser/Thr – X – Ala ↓ Ser/Ala – Gly, similarly as described by Petit (2000). For the ORF
encoding the VP5 protein in segment A, the length and positioning varied between
isolates. Genogroup 2 isolates had a 444 bp (isolates 284/01, 90/12, 745/12, 890/12)
or 429 bp (isolates 247/10, 844/12) long VP5 ORF. In genogroup 5 isolates, the length
was 387 bp (isolate 639/12) or 402 bp (isolates 470/07 and 666/12). The VP5 ORF
overlapped the polyprotein in all isolates, but the length of the ORF and the location
of the start codon varied between genogroups. In genogroup 6 (isolates 1375/89 and
94/01), the VP5 ORF was absent.
The phylogenetic analysis based on the polyprotein sequences (Figure 4) and the
analysis based on the partial VP2 gene revealed comparable grouping of the viral
isolates. The clustering was further confirmed by the phylogenetic analysis based on
VP1 sequences (data not shown), as well as the pairwise sequence identity values of
both polyprotein and VP1 sequences.
Viral reassortment among the isolates was not detected. Clustering of isolates was
similar in the phylogenetic tree based on the VP1 and polyprotein sequences.
For the Finnish genogroup 2 isolates, the overall sequence pair similarity for the
polyprotein and VP1 gene varied between 98.3% and 99.9% at the nucleotide level
and 98.7% and 100% at the amino acid level. For genogroup 5 isolates, the similarity
values for the polyprotein and VP1 gene for nucleotide sequences were 98.8% to
99.7% and for the amino acid sequences 99.5% to 100%. However, a higher genetic
diversity was detected between the two genogroup 6 isolates (1375/89 and 94/01),
with nucleotide sequence similarity values of 84.9% and 85.4% (polyprotein and
VP1), supporting the subgrouping of genogroup 6 isolates into two different
subgroups as suggested earlier by the results from the VP2 sequencing.
In all isolates (except for isolate 247/10), the VP1 ORF in segment B was 2535 bp,
and in 247/10 the coding region was 2532 bp.
For genetic analysis and sequence comparisons of genogroup 6, only a partial VP1
sequence (isolate Hecht) was available in the NCBI GenBank. Isolate 94/01 showed
high similarity with isolate Hecht based on both polyprotein and VP1 sequences,
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whereas isolate 1375/89 differed both at the nucleotide and amino acid sequence
level.

Table 3. Finnish IPNV isolates from 1989 and 2000–2015 sorted by geographical
location
A= Data from study II
B= Data from study I
* sw = sea water, fw =freshwater
** f = food fish farm, m = mixed production producing either broodfish, juveniles and/or food fish,
j = juvenile production, nk = not known, h = hatchery
*** RT = Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss), BT = Brown trout (Salmo trutta), W = Whitefish
(Coregonus lavaretus), AS = Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar)
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Table 4. IPNV isolates analysed at the complete polyprotein and VP1 coding region
level
BT = Brown trout (Salmo trutta), AS = Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), RT = Rainbow trout

y
y
(Oncorhynchus
mykiss)

Figure 4. Maximum likelihood analysis based on IPNV polyprotein sequences. The
Finnish isolates are marked with a dotted curved line, and genogroups (Gg) with a solid curved line. The
scale bar indicates the number of substitutions per site. Numbers at the nodes of the tree indicate
bootstrap values; values higher than 70 are given.
Reprinted from Holopainen et al. 2017 with permission.
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5.4 Determination of potential pathogenicity of the existing three
Finnish IPNV genogroups in rainbow trout fry by a bath challenge
model infection trial
In the infection trial performed at VESO Vikan, Norway, the following results were
obtained: The Finnish genogroup 5 IPNV caused the highest mortalities (10.3% to
38.2%, median 24.2%, no. of tanks = 3). Low mortalities were observed in the
genogroup 6-treated fish group (2.6% to 8.0%, median 4.3%, no. of tanks = 3). One
of the three tanks showed a slight increase in mortality (8%). IPNV genogroup 2
caused variable mortalities (3.5% to 28.3%, median 24.2%). In four tanks out of nine,
mortalities of 10% or below were recorded. Both the positive and negative control
treatment groups had very low mortalities (positive control 1.7% to 3.7%, median
3.6%, for and negative control 3.4% to 1.7%, median 3.4%, no. of tanks = 3 for both
treatments). The obtained cumulative mortalities are displayed in Figure 3. The
cumulative mortalities differed significantly between the treatment groups according
to the Kruskal–Wallis test result (p < 0.05). However, the independent sample
median tests between the treatment groups did not reach statistical significance (p >
0.05), with lowest values recorded between genogroup 5-treated and other groups.
The comparisons revealed, except for genogroup 2, an exact significance value of p =
0.10. The comparisons between other genogroups revealed higher exact p-values (p
≥ 0.182). It is thus most likely that the inequality of the mortalities between the
treatment groups in the Kruskal–Wallis test was caused by the high mortality in the
fish treated with Finnish genogroup 5.

Figure 4. Cumulative mortalities for all treatment groups. (A) IPNV genogroup 2 (red), (B)
IPNV genogroup 5 (blue), (C) IPNV genogroup 6 (yellow), (D) positive control (Norwegian IPNV
genogroup 5, green). All groups compared with the negative control (black).
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Table 5. Cumulative mortalities, number of PCR-positive samples, number of samples
showing

histopathological

lesions

typical

for

IPN

combined

with

a

positive

immunohistochemical reaction and relative viral loads (2^ddCt) in all treatment groups.

In order to verify the presence of IPNV in the samples, real-time PCR was
performed. The reaction was considered positive if one or more replicates yielded a
Ct value of <40. At week 6, four fish samples exposed to genogroup 2, six fish samples
exposed to genogroup 5 and five fish samples from the positive control group were
IPNV positive in PCR. At week 8, one genogroup 2 and seven genogroup 5 fish
samples were positive, while no genogroup 6 or negative control group fish were PCR
positive. An additional attempt was made to try to find evidence for the presence of
genogroup 6 IPNV infection by additional targeted sampling from the tank showing
the highest mortalities. At weeks 2, 4 and 8, two fish were sampled, but with negative
results.
In order to verify that the IPNV viruses present in the real-time PCR were in fact
those used in the bath challenge, VP2 sequencing was performed. The results
confirmed that the virus isolates of IPN genogroups 2 and 5 re-isolated from the
challenged fish were identical to the Finnish viruses used in the bath challenge. The
IPNV VP2 RT-PCR was not successful for the positive control group samples, possibly
due to a low amount of viral RNA present in these samples, so the IPNV VP3 real time
PCR products were sequenced instead. These results indicated that the re-isolated
positive control was highly similar (>98% identity in nucleotide sequence) to several
Norwegian genogroup 5 isolates published in GenBank with accession numbers
MH561992 to MH562041 (Kristoffersen et al. 2018).
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The measured relative viral loads are presented in Table 5. In general, in groups
where mortalities were the highest (genogroups 2 and 5), the highest relative viral
load values in kidney tissue were also noted (for genogroup 5, max. 6.42 ×10−3 RU,
mean 1.19 × 10−3 RU), and the positive control-treated samples displayed the lowest
relative viral load values (4.47 × 10−7 RU). Large variation between tanks was noted
for genogroup 2 (2.20 × 10−3 to 4.46 ×10−8 RU, mean 0.54 × 10−3 RU), with high
viral loads being associated with higher observed mortalities. A stable PCR
environment between runs was indicated by little variation in the coefficients of
variation (CV) (CV = 0.06−2.4).
Due to the low number of fish tested (n = 3 fish per tank), the three groups did not
show significant differences (p = 0.14) according to the Kruskal–Wallis test results.
However, when the simultaneous mortalities in the tanks were correlated with the
tank-specific mean viral loads, a Spearman’s correlation result of ρ >> 0.593 (p <
0.01, n = 24) was obtained, indicating that the mortality was greatest in those tanks
in which the viral loads were highest.
For genogroup 2 and the Finnish genogroup 5 treatments, histopathological
changes typical of IPN infection were noted in the pylorus and pancreas: mild to
severe necrosis of acinar cells in the pancreas and nests of necrotic cells in the
intestinal mucosa of the pyloric region was noted (Figure 5). For genogroup 2, tanks
with both high and low mortalities showed histopathological lesions, whereas for
genogroup 5, lesions were only noted in the tank showing the highest mortalities.
At week 6, severe pancreatic changes consisting of disseminated necrosis of acinar
cells and mild to moderate changes in the pyloric region consisting of small numbers
of necrotic mucosal cells was seen in three fish from one tank infected with IPNV
genogroup 2. At the same time point, two fish infected with IPNV genogroup 5 showed
histopathological signs of IPNV, one with severe lesions in the pyloric intestine and
pancreas and one with only mild lesions. At week 8, moderately severe necrotic
lesions in the pancreas were noted in two fish infected with IPNV genogroup 2 in three
separate tanks. At the same time point, no changes were noted for the treatment with
Finnish genogroup 5.
No histopathological IPN-related lesions were noted from fish treated with the
genogroup 6 virus or the negative control.
Immunohistochemical staining was performed on all slides showing positive or
inconclusive signs of IPNV in order to confirm the presence of the virus. In addition,
random slides from all treatment groups with no histopathological signs of IPN were
chosen for staining from all treatment groups.
All samples displaying typical histopathological signs in affected exocrine
pancreatic tissue also showed a strong positive immunohistochemical reaction, thus
affirming the presence of IPNV in these sections (Figure 5). Inconclusive
histopathological findings in both pancreatic and pyloric tissue were seen in
treatments with genogroup 2, Finnish genogroup 5 and the positive control. These
were regarded as negative for IPN after being found negative in
immunohistochemical staining. In addition, immunohistochemically stained sections
that were negative in the pathological examination were all negative.
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Figure 5. Pyloric caeca and pancreatic tissue of rainbow trout fry. (A) Normal tissue,
pancreatic tissue noted with an asterisk. (B) Severe pancreatic necrosis with consequent atrophy of
pancreatic tissue (double asterisk) noted in fish infected with IPNV genogroup 2. (H&E,
magnification 10×). (C) Immunohistochemical staining showing IPNV-positive exocrine pancreatic
acinar cells (brownish red colour, magnification 20×). (D, E) Nests of necrotic cells in pyloric caecal
mucosa (arrowheads) and eosinophilic casts in the pyloric lumen (arrow) (H&E,
magnification 20×, 10x).
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6 DISCUSSION
From epidemic to endemic infection? The epidemiology of IPN in
Finland
Following the introduction of IPNV genogroup 2 to inland farms, the annual
number of IPNV genogroup 2 isolations in coastal farms also increased. This is most
likely explained by the transfer of juvenile fish from infected inland farms to food fish
farms in the coastal area. Since the study period, genogroup 2 infections have become
the most dominant genogroup in the sea area, with the last verified finding of
genogroup 5 occurring in 2016, also reflecting the movement of infected fish from the
inland to the sea area. IPNV genogroup 2 has commonly occurred in the inland area
and could be considered to occur endemically. Surprisingly, however, in 2020, IPNV
was only found in two freshwater farms (unpublished). The endemic nature of the
viral spread to the inland areas is thus to be shown.
In coastal food fish farms, all three genogroups were found, whereas in the inland
brood stock and juvenile producing farms, only genogroup 2 has regularly been
detected. The occurrence of different isolates coincides with fish originating from
several sources: isolates from all three genogroups were present in the Åland Islands
and the Archipelago Sea, where most fish from different sources are present.
Genogroup 2 isolates were found in all fish species included in the study (rainbow
trout, whitefish, brown trout and Atlantic salmon), genogroup 5 isolates were only
found in rainbow trout and genogroup 6 isolates were found in rainbow trout, brown
trout and Atlantic salmon. The difference between species in the occurrence of
different genogroups is unknown. At several coastal and inland farms, the recurrence
of infection was detected, indicating either persistent infection or reinfection. In
inland farms where brood stock and juvenile fish are farmed, the infection is most
likely sustained in fish held at the same location for longer periods of time. However,
in coastal food fish farms, the fish material is regularly replaced, and recurring
infections most likely originate from incoming fish stock or from the environment.
Recurrence was observed for all three genogroups.
In 2000, an interesting finding was that of identical genogroup 2 VP2 sequences:
isolates originating from whitefish from wild brood fish in Oulujoki and isolates
originating from cultured rainbow trout from the Archipelago Sea. Additionally, in
2003, identical VP2 sequence isolates were found in Atlantic salmon from the
Archipelago Sea and rainbow trout in the Gulf of Finland. In these cases, spread via
wild fish over a longer geographical distance cannot be ruled out.
Molecular characteristics: virulence and genetic diversity
In Finland, most of the genogroup 2 and 5 isolates demonstrated the amino acid
pattern Pro217–Thr221–Ala247, and all isolates studied demonstrated amino acid
patterns previously associated with avirulence in genogroup 5 (Holopainen et al.
2017). In Scotland and Ireland, the amino acid pattern Pro217–Thr221–Ala247 has
been detected in genogroup 5 isolates in connection with clinical outbreaks in Atlantic
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salmon (Bain et al. 2008, Ruane et al. 2009), whereas in Norway, the pattern has
been associated with avirulence (Song et al. 2005) or subclinical disease (Mutoloki et
al. 2016). It has therefore been suggested that other genes must also be involved in
modulating virulence. Furthermore, there is little published information on the
virulence-associated amino acid sequences in other genogroups than 5 or from other
host species than Atlantic salmon. Results from field outbreaks indicate that IPNV
strains that are non-virulent for Atlantic salmon could be highly virulent for rainbow
trout (Wetten et al. 2011).
Due to a lack of proofreading mechanisms in RNA polymerases (Steinhauer et al.
1992), RNA viruses are prone to high mutation rates during replication. However, the
evolutionary processes of aquabirnaviruses, including IPNV, are yet not well known
(Panzarin et al. 2018). Previous studies by Abbadi (2016) and Panzarin (2018) have
demonstrated a difference in the molecular evolution of the Italian strains of two
rhabdoviruses (IHN and VHS) compared to that of IPNV, with IPNV showing a much
lower evolutionary rate. This was speculated to be caused by the differences in virus
replication, virulence and the diverse management approaches for these pathogens,
as both IHN and VHS are actively eradicated due to the fact that they are EU- and
OIE-listed diseases (World Organization of Animal Health/OIE, 2016; Decision
2006/88/CE) (Panzarin et al. 2018). In Finland, a genetic change leading to higher
virulence of the IPN genogroup 2 virus has to be taken into account. Mixing of fish
with different origins, having several species and different environmental stressors
all affect the possibility for the virus to evolve into a more virulent variant. Stressinduced reversion to virulence of the IPNV virus has been demonstrated by Gadan et
al. (2013), indicating that stress is also an important factor in viral replication in vivo
and can enable conditions in which the reversion of attenuated viruses to more
virulent ones may occur. At food fish farms in Finland, the mixing of fish from
different sources is common. This enables the spread of viral isolates between farms
and occurrence of viral reassortants, increasing the theoretical risk of increased
virulence, although no genetic reassortants based on phylogenetic clustering were
noted among the isolates in our study.
The genetic diversity within the Finnish genogroups 2 and 5 was relatively low.
Within genogroup 2, the Finnish isolates appeared to form their own subgroup,
whereas genogroup 5 isolates formed a more uniform cluster with previously
published isolates from elsewhere. It may be speculated that IPNV genogroup 2 has
existed locally for a longer time period, whereas IPNV genogroup 5 has more recently
entered the Finnish fish population via fish imports.
IPNV genogroup 6
Prior to our studies, the NCBI GenBank had only partial VP1 sequences of
genogroup 6 IPNV available. In our study, two IPNV genogroup 6 isolates (94/01 and
1375/89) were sequenced for the complete coding regions of viral genome segments
A and B (polyprotein sequences). Isolate 94/01 showed high similarity with isolate
Hecht, whereas isolate 1375/89 appeared to be more divergent at both the nucleotide
and amino acid sequence level based on both polyprotein and VP1 sequences. Isolate
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94/01 originated from the Åland Islands, where live fish are regularly imported,
whereas isolate 1375/89 originated from Ähtävänjoki, from an area with little
commercial fish farming or known importations.
The genetic differences in genogroup 6 cause diagnostic challenges. Genogroup 6
isolates were not amplified by the VP3 real-time RT-PCR. Based on the polyprotein
sequences obtained, a 6-nucleotide difference was noted at the annealing site of the
primer VP3F in the viral genome compared to the primer sequence, most likely
explaining why the VP3 real-time RT-PCR was unsuccessful. Furthermore,
genogroup 6 isolates were not detected with ELISA, most likely due to the high genetic
distance between genogroups 2 and 6.
In the genogroup 6 isolates, no VP5 ORF was found. The absence of VP5 in
genogroup 6 isolate Hecht has previously been reported by Heppell (1995). VP5 is not
needed for viral replication, and its absence does not affect the virulence of the virus
or the establishment of a persistent IPNV infection (Hong et al. 2002, Santi et al.
2005).
The occurrence of IPNV genogroup 6 was sporadic in time and space, generally
being isolated from farms taking in fish material originating from wild fish. The
isolates were found in several salmonid species (rainbow trout, brown trout, Atlantic
salmon), in contrast to IPNV genogroup 5 isolates, which were only found in rainbow
trout.
The Finnish IPNV genogroup 6 isolates exhibited amino acids Pro217–Thr221–
Gln247 (Eriksson-Kallio et al. 2016, Holopainen et al. 2017), a pattern that in the
literature has not been connected with either virulence or avirulence. Unfortunately,
the IPNV genogroup 6 virus was not re-isolated from the infection trial, although
some elevated mortalities were seen in one tank (8%), leaving the virulence of this
genogroup still to be elucidated.
Infection trial results: is genetic selection a solution to disease
resistance?
In the performed infection trial, the mortalities noted for all the treatment groups
were only moderate at most. Finnish genogroup 5 IPNV caused the highest
mortalities (10.3% to 38.2%, median 24.2%), whereas genogroup 2 caused variable
mortalities (3.5% to 28.3%, median 24.2%). The Norwegian positive control
genogroup 5 virus caused only negligible mortalities.
It is known that IPNV infections often give rise to only low mortalities in
laboratory infection trials (Robertsen 2011). It can be speculated that in laboratory
infection trials, stressful events and environmental stress factors are minimized
compared to field environments. Stress is a major disease-enhancing factor affecting
the host immune system. The innate immune system is considered fundamental in
the defence of the body against viral infections. In Atlantic salmon, a relatively strong
innate immunity against viral infections has been shown to exist, especially for IPNV
(Robertsen 2018).
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Large variation in the response to IPNV exposures in bath and cohabitant
challenge models has previously been reported, with cumulative mortalities varying
from negligible to above 80% (Taksdal et al. 1998, Ramstad & Midtlyng 2008).
In addition to the virulence factors connected to certain amino acid residues of
the virus, this variation is now known to be at least partly dependent on genetic
variation of the host, and genetic variation in resistance to IPNV has been shown for
Atlantic salmon (Storset et al. 2007, Ramstad & Midtlyng 2008) and rainbow trout
(Okamoto et al. 1993, Wetten et al. 2011). The interplay between virus-dependent and
host factors are, however, very much obscure at present. One strategy to reduce losses
due to IPN is genetic selection for increased resistance to IPN. For Atlantic salmon,
resistance to IPNV has been included in a commercial selection program since 2001
(Storset et al. 2007). This is believed to be one of the main reasons for the decline in
IPNV infections in Norway (Hjeltnes et al. 2019), although some indications of
decreased resistance have recently been noted (Sommerset et al. 2020). To our
knowledge, genetic resistance to genogroup 2 has not so far been investigated.
A peculiarity of Finnish IPNV: high temperature range
In general, IPN is considered a coldwater disease, with clinical disease and
increased mortality peaking at water temperatures of 10 °C and decreasing at 15 °C
(Frantsi 1971, Lapierre et al. 1986, Okamoto et al. 1987b). However, one publication
from Kenya reported virulence at a temperature of up to 18 °C (Mulei et al. 2018). In
Finland, the occurrence of virus in exceptionally high water temperatures of up to 22
°C has been demonstrated, with clinical signs of disease and histopathological
changes typical of IPN noted at water temperatures as high as 21 °C (Eriksson-Kallio
et al. 2016). Routine risk-based viral sampling is performed when water temperatures
are below 14 °C. There is thus a possibility of a prior undetected low-pathogenic IPNV
occurring in inland waters. However, an ongoing clinical IPNV infection would most
probably have been revealed by histopathological investigation of disease samples. In
general, this further emphasises the importance of the use of histopathology in
disease investigations. The occurrence of IPNV at higher water temperatures has
economic consequences, as it lengthens the susceptible time period for the disease,
especially if the overall virulence of the present genogroup 2 viruses were to increase.
Rising water temperatures and longer warm water periods due to global warming may
also increase the disease-causing importance of this genogroup in the future.
Future perspectives
Combatting IPNV genogroup 2 infections in Finland is challenging at this stage,
as it can be considered endemic in many areas. There are, however, still farms and
geographic locations that do not have the virus and should thus be particularly careful
not to acquire it.
In addition, if IPNV genogroup 2 infections are considered harmless and
economically insignificant on farms, and are thus not counteracted on the farm level,
there is an increased risk that the virulence of the virus will increase. Counteraction
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methods could include individual screening of broodfish, not mixing IPNV-positive
and IPNV-free fish material, and the introduction of genetically IPNV-resistant fish.
The introduction of genetically resistant IPNV Finnish rainbow trout has the potential
to become economically important in tackling IPNV, but it should be ensured to be
effective in combatting the different existing Finnish genogroups. In addition, the
example from Norway illustrates that fighting the so-called “house strains” of IPNV
on the farm level has played at least some part in reducing the occurrence of the virus.
Co-infections with other diseases (e.g., Flavobacteria or RTGE) or new emerging
diseases could also increase the negative effects of IPNV infections.
It can be considered likely that IPNV genogroup 2 infections in inland waters have
originated from the sea. In the future, biosecurity measures should be very strict when
moving fish from the inland area to the sea area in order to avoid the introduction of
IPNV genogroup 5 into inland waters. The introduction of IPNV genogroup 5 to the
inland area of Finland, where the majority of the susceptible life stages of farmed
salmonids are raised, would probably have a large economic impact on the Finnish
fish farming industry, and should thus be counteracted at every level. As the Finnish
fish farming industry revolves around rainbow trout, and the larger scale production
of juveniles is limited to only a few companies, a highly virulent, rapidly spreading
viral disease has the capacity to negatively affect the whole industry.
The consumption of fish products in Finland is to a high degree based on imported
fish, and there is thus a strong urge to increase the production of domestic farmed
fish in the future. An increase in conventional flow-through fish farming is limited by
strict environmental permits, and alternative fish-farming methods such as
recirculation aquaculture systems (RAS) are being investigated. RAS may, however,
be more vulnerable to viral infections due to the intensity and closedness of the
system, and the biosecurity of these systems should be rigorous. In addition, the
intensity of RAS and other novel intensive farming techniques may also increase
stress in fish, increasing their sensitivity disease. Reducing stress and enhancing fish
welfare will be of increased importance in the future.
Introducing new species into production would lessen the vulnerability of a
monoculture with respect to species-specific pathogens, but novel and emerging viral
fish diseases need to be taken into account.
Imports of live fish may be considered one of the biggest threats to the Finnish fish
disease situation, which the current IHNV epidemic in Finland clearly demonstrates.
During this epidemic, IHNV was introduced via live fish imports from Denmark.
However, factors limiting the spread of disease are also of utmost importance.
Limiting measures should include both good biosecurity on the farm level and rapid,
effective and correctly directed disease diagnostics and counteractions taken by
governmental authorities to hinder the spread of the disease.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
1. In Finland, three IPNV genogroups (genogroups 2, 5 and 6) have been found to
occur. All three genogroups occur in the sea area. The IPNV epidemic starting in 2012
in inland waters was caused by genogroup 2. The epidemic most likely originated
from the sea area, although epidemiological investigations could not determine an
infection route from the sea area to the affected farms in inland areas.
2. The Finnish IPNV isolates demonstrated virulence-associated amino acid
patterns in the viral capsid protein (VP2) gene region previously associated with
avirulence in genogroup 5, except for IPNV genogroup 6, which exhibits an amino
acid pattern that has been related to neither virulence nor avirulence in the literature.
3. Infection with the Finnish genogroup 2 can cause elevated mortalities in the
field (1–40%) and mild to moderate clinical signs of disease. When mortalities
exceeded 10%, concurrent bacterial infections were always detected. Clinical signs
were seen in both rainbow trout and whitefish in the 0 yr age group, generally in firstfeeding fish.
4. The Finnish IPNV genogroup 2 virus occurred in exceptionally high water
temperatures, with clinical signs of disease and histopathological changes typical of
IPN recorded at water temperatures as high as 21 °C.
5. Little genetic variation was observed within the isolates of Finnish genogroups
2 and 5. Within genogroup 2, the Finnish isolates appeared to form their own
subgroup, whereas genogroup 5 isolates formed a more consistent cluster with
previously published isolates. Genogroup 6 consisted of two subgroups.
6. The divergence of genogroup 6 IPNV within the aquabirnaviruses was further
demonstrated by the sequence data from our studies. Prior to this, the NCBI GenBank
had only partial genogroup 6 IPNV VP1 sequences available. In our study, two IPNV
genogroup 6 isolates were sequenced for the complete coding regions of viral genome
segments A and B (polyprotein sequences).
7. Genogroup 2 is the most abundant genogroup and has been detected annually.
It was also found in all species included in the study. The occurrence of genogroup 5
and 6 isolates was more temporally irregular. Genogroup 5 isolates were only found
in rainbow trout, whereas genogroup 6 isolates were found in rainbow trout, brown
trout and Atlantic salmon.
8. In the infection trial, the mortalities noted for all the treatment groups were
only moderate at most. The highest mortalities were caused by the Finnish genogroup
5 IPNV (10.3 to 38.2%), whereas genogroup 2 caused variable mortalities (3.5% to
28.3%) and the Norwegian genogroup 5 virus used as a positive control caused only
negligible mortalities. The IPNV genogroup 6 virus was not re-isolated from the
infection trial, although some elevated mortalities were seen in one tank (8%), leaving
the virulence of this genogroup still uncertain.
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